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DEEP WELL AT MONTANA SITE TO TEST POTENTIAL OF 

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY SOURCE 

viUNl()i?74 
ACl;:\\f; 

. ̂  . . • • . - . . • - . . . D ^ v i i r i h . : 
. Drilling began this week in old mining country near ; ^ X , ,. 

Harysville, Montana, to determine whether a usable source of_c|s^othenna]'/^j^^^. 

energy exists there. _ : . . . . *~— — —-

If the answer is yes, there is the promising prospect that the site 

itself offers a generous reserve of energy which can be turned to 

electricity on a commercial scale. 

A yes answer would give hope also that other such sources are . 

waiting to be discovered in the. v/estern United States and might provide 

a large contribution to the nation's domestic energy supply. 

The "spudding in," the first bite of the drill for a well going 

down more than a mile, follows more than a year of exploratory research 

to.assess the nature and size of a formation of hot rock and its sub

surface characteristics. The project has been funded from the beginning • 

by the National Science Foundation. 

The site, 10 to 12 square miles in area, attracted attention upon 

discovery there of an abnormally high heat flow from the earth, without 

the geysers, steam, hot springs, or volcanic residues usually associated 

with such a heat source below. . • 

"̂ ' p t ^ 1800 G STREET o WASHINGTON. D. C. 20550 
X x ^ ••• -more-
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To scientists, the circumstance'. SL!gc}.2stGd the presence beneath 
the surface of a yotihg intrusive rocs' mass, sufficisntly hot and close 
to the surface to produce v;hat the researchers'call the iMarysville 
"geothennel anomaly." , . . .• '• 

The possiblility that v/hat may be found at i-iarysville may exist 
elswhere in the v.'est arises from the fact that the western United States 
is geologically nev/er than the eastern part and more likely to hold such 
sites. 

The Marysville intrusive, if confirmed, would be the first of its 
kind penetrated by a drill. The hypothesis pictures a process wherein 
molten rock formed in the mantle of the earth made its v/ay through the 
crust without venting at the surface, presenting a formation at an 
accessible depth which has cooled sufficiently to harden, but is still 
hot. • 

When the drilling results become available, it will be known if the 
site is hot and wet; hot, dry and fractured; or hot, dry and not fractured. 
Fracture of the rock is important because fracturing permits greater sur
face area of hot rock to be in contact with injected water for greater 
efficiency in producing steam. Methods usable in converting.the heat to 
electricity depend on the answer. '-• . 

*̂'F at 
its 

The v/orking assumption is that the rock is hot; 700° to 800* 
6000 ff. depth. If the rock is v/et, the task will be to harness 
steam. If. the rock is wet, the task will be to harness its steam. If 
It is dry and fractured, the task will be to introduce v/ater from the 
surface and harness the resulting stes.m. If the rock is dry and un-
fractured, various methods of fracturing can be tried to make it permeable 
to injected water. In any case, electric power would be obtained by getting 
steam from the rock and running it through a turbo-generator. The steam 
would then be condensed and recycled into the rock formation. 

The Marysville project began as the result of 
ofthe pov;er generating potential and economic impl 
areas, the work has been carried into applied resea 
Blackv/ell, of Southern Methodist University, carryi 
studies supported by the Research Directorate of th 
Foundation, discovered ''an astonishingly high heat 
ments in shallow wells in the Msrysville mining dis 
evaluation v/hich follov-̂ sd, sponsored by the Foundat 
Applications Directorate, developed strong evidence 
v/hich the drilling this summer will test. 

basic research. Because 
ications for other 
rch. Dr. David D. 
ng on geophysical 
e National Science 
flow" through measure-
trict. Exploratory 
ion's Research ' 
for the hypothesis 

There is some opinion that the Marysville thermal anomaly may result 

-more-



In addition to deep well dr i l l ing in the suirvTier of 1974, geoscience 
studies will include completion of geological mapping, heat flow analysis 
from eight additional 200-feet wells, further micro-earthquake studies, 
and surveys of variations in magnetic and electr ic .current manifestations 
as Indicators of subsurface structure. 

* r 

The .total funding for the 30-month project is programmed at $2,448,500. 
Battelle Memorial Institute, Richland, Washington, is the grantee 
Institution, and the Principal Investigator is Donald H. Stewart. 

Participating in the work are Southern Methodist University, 
•Dr. Blackwell; Rogers Engineering Co., San Francisco, James D. Kuwada; 
Systems, Science and Softv/are, La Jolla, California, Dr. Russell E. Duff; 
and the Uriiversity of Utah, Or. Stanley H. Ward. 

-END-
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How geothermal wells are 

drilled and completed 

y-i';. 

t i 

John Cromling, Drilling Engineer, Big Chief Drilling 
Co., Oklahoma City, Okla. 

10-second summary 
Unusual and costly operating problems have been 

solved in perfecting techniques to drill and complete 
steam and hot brine wells. This article presents detailed 
information on surface and downhole drilling equipment; 
casing design; mud and cement programs, and comple
tion procedures. 

BIO CHIEF DRILLING CO. has developed unique meth
ods and equipment for drilling and completing geother
mal wells in California's Imperial Valley and in the Gey
sers area, 75 miles nortli of San Francisco in Sonoma 
County. These are the two areas in the United States 
where active geothennal development is underway. 

Abnormally high temperatures to 500° F, very hard 
drilling and excessive erosion of downholie and surface 
equipment are a few of the problems which make geo
thermal wells relatively expensive. A 3,000-foot Imperial 
Valley completion costs about $125,000 and a 5,000-foot 
well about $200,000. In the Geysers area, a 7,000-foot 
well costs some $350,000. However, wells are profitable 
to the producer. A Geysers well capable of producing 
200,000 pph of steam is comparable in value to a 250-bpd 
oil well. 

Imperial Valley wells produce hot brine while super
heated steam is produced from Geysers area wells. As a 
result, drilling and completion techniques vary between 
areas. This article outlines methods and equipment now 
used successfully in both places. 

DRILL SITES 
Imperial Valley locations usually are not a problem 

since terrain is nearly flat Drilling water is readily ob-

FIG. 1—Big Chief Drilling Co. is drilling for geothermal energy 
In the Imperial Valley and Geysers areas of California. Imperial 
Valley wells produce hot brines, while Geysers wells produce 
dry superheated steam. 
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' tained from irrigation canals which cross the valley. 
Geysers area locations cause problems because of rug

ged, mountainous terrain. Often, drill sites are con
structed as small as possible due to economic reasoiis and 
blasting is often required for location clearing. Normal 
drill sites cost as much as $10,000 and some as high as 
$40,000. 

Some operators use surface spring water for drilling 
operations, but the main water source has been a creek. 
On some remote locations, water must be hauled by truck. 
. Natural borehole drift also is considered before selecting 
a location. All these factors tend to increase location costs 
and in some cases reduce efficiency of the rig. 

DRILLING RIGS 
Most Imperial Valley rigs are rated for 3,000-7,000 

feet. The preferred rig usually consists of a 250,000-
poiind derrick to handle the liner, the largest hook load, 
with 300-hp drawworks powered by a 450-hp engine. In
dependent mud pumps are driven by 500-hp engines. Drill 
string is usually S^a-inch drill pipe and 6-inch drill col
lars. 

Geysers area wells require drawworks and drilling en
gines of at least 1,000 hp and two 600-hp mud pumps. 

The 17^-inch Geysers surface hole requires high pump 
output. The rotating system must tolerate excessive torque 
and shock loading. Rotary clutch, shaft and chains are 
susceptible to damage and must be properly designed to 
match the job. Direct drive between the power train and 
rotary table should be avoided. This is accomplished by 
using fluid couplings on the compound or an independent 
rotary drive which absorbs shocks transmitted through 
the system. 

. CASING DESIGN 
Normally, 20-inch conductor is set at about 110 feet 

in Imperial Valley wells by a rat hole rig. 
A 1,050-foot, 17/2-inch surface hole is drilled for 13?^-

inch 48 ppf H-40 surface pipe with buttress connections. 
The string is a normal design except for buttress connec
tions needed to overcome heat expansion stresses (Fig. 2). 

A 7%-inch hole then is drilled to TD, varying from 
2,600 to 6,000 feet. This small hole has the advantages 
of: . 

• Drilling faster 

• Lower bit costs 

• Better surv'eying 

• Lower stabilization costs 

• Easier testing. 

If the well is a potential producer, the pilot hole is 
opened to 1054-inch to the necessary depth. 

Production string is usually 8%-inch (Fig, 2) and a 
combination 36 ppf J-55 slotted liner and 32 ppf J-55 
blank Uner. Hung at about 900 feet, the liner acts as a 
slip joint to allow for thermal expansion prior to cement
ing and permits larger hole sizes in the upper portion to 
accommodate downhole pumps used to produce hot brine 
from the well. 

20"C0N0UCT0fl ©lOO" 

13H" SURFACE 
CASING ® 1,000' 

. I W H O L E 

20" CmOUCTOB:® 1O0'-2O0' i 

M W HOLE , 

13>V,' SURFACE, 
CASING @ 2.500' 

12M" HOLE 

^ - 1 ^ 

IMPERIAL VALLEY COMPLETION S H " UNER FROM 
2,200'-5.600', 

, OPEN HOLE 
COMPLETION 

:'A^ 
8,y." HOLE TO 7,000'TD. • „ ' *• 

' ' GEYERS AREA COMPLETION , " ' , 

FIG. 2—Imperial Valley wells are completed with 8%-lnch 
liners. A slotted sectî on, run on bottom of a blank section, 
is set through the pro'dOctive interval. Geysers area wells are 
completed open-hole. A 9%-inch liner is set just above the 
steam zone prior to drilling the well in. 

In the Geysers area, 20-inch conductor is set at 100-200 
feet. A 17/2-inch surface hole then may be drilled in one 
pass or a 12 "4-inch pilot hole may be drilled and opened 
to 17/2 inches (Fig. 2). Sometimes the latter procedure 
reduces over-all bit and stabilizing costs, and the prob
ability of drill string failures. 

Surface pipe is usually 13%-inch K-55 61 ppf with 
buttress connections for heat expansion. Surface strings 
are set at 1,000-2,500 feet, depending on local geology. 
Purpose of the surface string is to case off numerous 
shallow water flows, unstable serpentine and fractured 
graywacke. 

A 12j4-inch hole is drilled below surface casing to just 
above the anticipated steam zone to accommodate a 9%-
inch K-55 36 and 40 ppf buttress liner. This liner shuts 
off deep water flows and covers as much open hole as 
possible prior to drilling into the steam zone. A much 
cleaner well is provided thus protecting production equip
ment from unnecessary erosion. 

An 8%-inch hole then is drilled to TD and the well is 
completed open hole. 

MUD SYSTEMS 
Fresh water gel-lignite muds are commonly used in the 

Imperial Valley. Lignite acts as a thinning agent, counter
acts high temperature effect and reduces viscosity by pre
venting clay particles from unidng. Normally, mud weight 
is 75 ppcf (10 ppg) with funnel viscosity of 35-40 sec
onds. Solids content, kept to a minimum, aids drillability 
by reducing heat-carrying capacity of mud. 

No high pressure zones are encountered and mud 
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weiglit is niaintaiiied for hole stability. Lost circulation is 
not a serious problein, but it is advisable to wait a few 
hours after experiencing a loss to allow the formation to 
heal. Both lost circulation material and cement have been 
used to regain circulation. 

The critical factor in the mud system is the high temp
erature of circulating mud. Most Imperial Valley holes 
have BHTs near 500° F and circulating temperatures of 
200° F. On extremely hot wells, a cooling tower is used 
to reduce circulating temperature 30°-40° F, enough to 
keep the mud in a usable fluid state. 

CSeysers drilling fluid is usually a low solids gel, tanna-
thin and fresh water system, which has proven most prac
tical because of excessive lost circulation. As temperature 
increases with depth, mud dehydrates and become viscous. 
Steps then must be taken to counteract increased viscosity 
so that a usable drilling fluid is maintained. It is advan
tageous to use a large, high speed shale shaker, desander 
and desilter to remove drilled sohds. Also, pits must be 
cleaned each tour and sometimes more often to maintain 
a low solids system, particularly while drilling 1 7'/2-inch 
hole. 

Cooling towers normally are not used in the Geysers, 
but large fans may be installed to cool the 200° F mud 
20°-30° as it crosses shale shaker screens. 

Severe lost circulation occurs in large fractLired inter
vals. Cottonseed hulls (12 pounds/barrels) may be used 
to heal the zone, but cement is sometimes necessary. 

Where possible. Geysers wells may be air drilled to in
crease drilling rate and reduce lost circulation. Often, air 
cannot be used in top hole sections because of water 
zones. However, it is necessary to air drill steam intervals 
to avoid damaging the well. 

BITS 
One first stage bit will usually drill 17;/2-inch surface 

hole at 50-70 fph in the Imperial Valley, depending on 
hole conditions. Weight and rprri are not critical because 
of soft formations. Hydraulics dictate drilling rate, which 
is regulated to maintain hole stability. 

A 7%-inch pilot hole is drilled to TD using first stage 
bits. This portion drills almost as fast as hole stability and 
drilling conditions will allow. Normally, a bit will drill 
1,000 feet in about 20 hours. If the hole is potentially 
productive, it is opened to lO^^-inch using a hole opener. 
The opener will penetrate about twice as fast as initial 
drilling, with no problems other than occasional lost cir
culation. Generally, Imperial Valley formations drill very 
fast with a minimum bit cost. 

Shallow formations in the Geysers arc hard. A second 
stage steel mill tooth bit is required for spudding. All 
available drill collar weight must be used and the rotary 
must be turned at a speed which allows the bit to run 
smooth. Faulted and fractured formations cause the bit 
to jump and bounce unless weight and rpm are coordi
nated properly. Often, higher drilling rates are sacrificed 
to preserve the bit and surface drilling equipment. 

Carbide insert bits commonly are used at about 1,000 
feet and drill at 20 fph in the sui"face hole. If necessary, 
12}4-hich pilot hole can be opened to 17j^-inch using 
bits or hole openers, with bits more economical and safer. 
Generally, 17}4-inch hole is opened three times as fast as 
the 12}4-'nch was drilled if hydraulics and drill collar 
sizes are optimum. 

Hole below surface casing is drilled with insert bits but 
sometimes a third stage tooth bit is required. Cost per foot 
of hole drilled recently has been reduced using insert bits 
in this section of hole. Drilling rates are 10-20 fph with 
mud and 10-35 fph with air, where applicable. Hole, 
below the liner drills at 25-75 fph with air and insert bits. 

Geysers drilling programs vary greatly and every well 
must be drilled as a wildcat due to variations of local 
faulting and lithology. -

GEYSERS DRILLING PROBLEMS 
Hard abrasive rocks, fracturing and complex faulting 

cause crooked holes in the Geysers area. But the problem 
can be reduced if the surface location is picked to take 
advantage of natural drift. Ultra-packed hole assemblies 
and large OD drill collars reduce dogleg severity to the 
2° per 100-foot range. Deviation build up at '3° per 1,000 
feet is normal and presents no problems if dogleg severity 
is minimal. 

Sometiiries, optimum locations are not feasible due to 
rough terrain, thus restricting total bottom hole displace
ment of the well bore, or requiring the well to be direc-
tionally drilled at considerable expense. As much as 
$100,000 can be added to total well cost on difficult jobs. 
Directional work should be performed as shallow as 
possible due to hard formations and detrimental effects of 
high downhole temperatures on directional tools. A bit 
normally will be worn out in 30 feet or less while drilling 
at high rpm associated with mud motors. 

Drill strings also are subjected to severe conditions in 
the Geysers. Hard fractured graywacke and chert in 1754-
inch hole contribute to excessive torque and bouncing of 
drill pipe. In some cases, torque has been so great that it 
is virtually u-npossible to turn the bit with any degree of 
success while using as little as 40,000 pounds-drilling 
weight. Many twist-offs and failures, occur in this portion 
of the hole. - • 

Drilling 12;4-inch hole is similar except that it is 
smaller, there is less whipping action in tool joints and 
temjDeratures are higher. Formations are essentially gray
wacke, chert and serpentine stringers. 

The worst hole is that part drilled with air. Near bot
tom, steam may enter the hole. Steam plus air causes se
vere erosion of drill pipe tool joints, due to hard abrasive 
cuttings traveling at high annular velocities. Depending 
on steam production, return velocities range from 6,000-
10,000 fpm. Tool joints can almost be cut off the drill 
pipe and hardband can be completely erased. Thus, drill 
pipe must be inspected before each well to guard against 
failures. 

Often over 50% of a drill string is useless after drilling 
one geothermal well in the Geysers area. Drill collars 
are usually inspected on a weekly basis during drilling. 

Drill strings are considered expendable, especially drill 
pipe. Drill collar joint fatigue, due to bending stresses 
and harmonic vibrations, is accelerated 10-20 times, com
pared to most areas. Drill pipe and drill collar mainte
nance, including discarded drill pipe, is about $25,000-
$35,000 per well. 

CEMENT 
The most succesful slurry used in the Imperial Valley 

is a 1:1 ratio of premixed neat and perlite cement with 
4% gel. A 150-barrel cool water flush precedes cement 
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to allow for high ternperatures. The 854i-inch liner is 
cemented in stages using a DV tool and bridging baskets 
to protect the slotted section. 

Another popular slurry has been a 1:1 ratio of neat 
and perlite with 40% silica -flour (to prevent compressive 
strength retrogression) and a friction reducer. 

To guard against surface casing parting, cement is 
circulated back to surface. Casing and cement coefficients 
of thermal expansion are nearly identical, thus cement 
and casing will expand together. 

Cementing Geysers wells is similar to cementing deep 
• gas or oil wells with high BHTs. Conductor is cemented 

,with a slurry of Class G a:nd CaCU. Surface casing 
•slurry is a 2:1.ratio of Class G and Litepoz with 30% 
silica flour and retarder. To reduce pumping time down 

, 133/̂ -inch casing and because of limited water storage 
.available, cementing is through drill pipe using a "stab 

in" type float collar. 
- Liner slurry is a -1; 1 mixture of Class G and Litepoz 
with 30% silica flour, retarders and friction reducers. 
This slurry is exposed to higher temperatures and more 
retarders are used, plus some friction reducer additives. 

'-' Sometimes, drilling fluid gels due to heat and pressure 
as the liner is run. Highly gelled or partially solidified 

'; mud can cause bridging, making it necessary to squeeze 
the liner top. A retrievable packer is set in the 1354-
inch immediately above the liner hanger and cement is 

•pumped through liner hanger ports down the liner an-
nulus. About 50% of Geysers area wells require liner 
top squeezing. ' 

BOP EQUIPMENT 
BOP equipment is subjected to extreme damage from 

heat and abrasion. .\ recommended stack (Fig. 3) from 
- bottom to top consists of: 

1. Casing head with flanged wing outlets containing 
[ internal plug receptacles which allow changing wing 
'valves without killing the well. 

. 2. Full opening gate valve With stainless trim, later 
used as a permanently installed production valve. 

3, Wear flange to protect, the valve while drilling. 

.4. Two sets of ram BOPs to shut-in the well for 
repairs on the banjo box or blooey line. 

5. A banjo box (modified QRC body to which the-
blooey line is attached) which is subjected to severe 
erosion' as steam and cuttings are diverted out the 

, blooey line. - . ' ^ 

'•' 6. A double set, of ram BOPs, which allow the well 

About the author 
JOHN CROMLING gained oil field experi
ence working as a roughneck in Alaska 
and as a drill pipe inspector in South 
Texas prior to receiving his B.S. degree 
in petroleum engineering from the Uni
versity of Oklahoma in 1970. After 
graduation, Mr. Cromling joined Big 
Chief Drilling Co. as an engineering 
trainee and worked on several rigs 
throughout the United States. He later 
became associated with geothermal drill

ing ffperations in California as Big Chief's drilling engineer. 
Mr. Cromling ia a member of SPE-AIME. 
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FIG. 3—Special BOP equipment is used on all geothermal 
vi/ells. A full opening gate valve, installed Just above the 
casing spool, later is used as a production valve. When 
testing, the banjo box is us'ed to divert steam and cuttings 
out the blooey line. Ability to strip in and out of the hole is 
provided by a rotating head. 

to be shut-in while testing or circulating through the 
blooey hne. . 

7. Rotating head, for stripping in and out of the hole 
while air drilling or when steam is being produced. 

8. A blooey line, as large as surface casing, is laid in 
a straight, line to minirnize cutting action. .\ muffler on 
the end of the line controls dust and noise. 

Rubber products in BOP equipment get soft and ex
pand while in contact with steam, but turn hard and 
brittle as they cool. Ram rubbers are normally ruined 
after one well. High temperature rotating head rubbers 
usually last for one round trip while producing steam 
when drilling into steam zones. Water is injected under 
the rotating head to help preserve the rubber. 

BOPs must be inspected and repaired before each well. 

COMPLETIONS 
In Imperial Valley wells, S^^-inch liner is run and 

cemented. BOPs then are removed, the master gate valve 
is installed and BOPs re-installed for drilhng out. Mud 
system is usually changed to salt or brine water to clean 
out cement and wash the slotted liner. After washing, 
the well is essentially completed. Rig is moved off and 
production tree installed. Average cost of a 3,000rfoot 
well in the Imperial Valley is about $125,000 while a 
5,000-foot well costs about $200,000. 

In the Geysers area, wells are first tested with drill pipe 
in the hole using an orifice plate in the blooey line to 
determine if the well is producing the desired amount of 
steam'. Drill pipe is pulled and wells are again blown for 
about 4 hours after which they tend to stabilize, giving 
accurate tests. If a well is satisfactory at this time, it is 
shut-in and steam is vented through a J/a-inch line to 
prevent steam condensation which could kill the well. 

After moving the rig off location, production equip
ment is installed. Since completions are open hole and 
no logs, are run, they arc quick and imcomplicated. 

Some problems arise during the last trip out of the 
hole, when great quantities of steam are being produced. 
Most BOP failures occur at this time. A typical steam 
well in the Geysers area costs about $350,000 to drill 
and complete. - • 
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metarn&fphosis progressed. K.. pipiens 
tadpoles had only the 4.35 component 
in its red blood cells and did not show 
the heavier 7.05 component; the adult 

rX. laevis had only the 4.35 component 
initially, but apparently formed a limited 
amount of the 7.05 hemoglobin.when 
the lysaje of the red cells was storeid 
under refrigeration for several days. 
Average molecular weights indicated 
68,000 for the hemoglobin of /?. grylto, 
tadpoles and 68,000 and 136,000 for 
the two principal components for the 
frogs of this species. 

Certain of the red blood cell com
ponents detected in the ultracentrifuge 
were separated by starch-block electr{>-
phoresis in sufficient quantities for fur
ther study and identification. The small 
amount (less than 10 percent) of the 
2.75 and the predominant (more than 
90 percent) 4.35 ultracentrifuge com
ponents of the red ceils of the R. grylip 
tadpole corresponded respectively to the 
slower and faster moving bands visible 
on starch-block electrophoresis of the 
lysate. The 4.35 and 7.05 components 
of the red cells from the R. grylio adult 
corresponded to the faster and slower 
moving electrophoretic bands, respec
tively. When present in the cells of the 
adult, the 105 to 115 component is 
eluted with the band of 7.05 material. 
With respect to relative electrophoretic 
rnobility, the slower (2.75) tadpole 
component migrates at about the same 
rate as the faster (4.35) frog 
Eomponent. 

Amino acid analyses were made on 
the globins from the best available prep-
irations of tadpole and frog hemoglo-
jins. For the tadpole, analyses were ob-
ained on two pooled lysates which had 
)een centrifuged at 20,000^ and one 
)doled sample of electrophoretically 
vurified hemoglobin with comparable 
esults. For the frog, amino acid data 
re averaged from analyses of the super-
ataht solution from the centrifugation 
t 20,000g of the washed, lysed red 
lood cells of tfiree adults. The frog 
emoglobin analyses thus include the 
;35, 7.05, and any 105 to 115 henio-
lobins and any other component pres
et in these lysates. Other protein com-
onents present are believed to be 
egligible. The globins were precipitated 
ith a mixture of HCI and acetone, 
id hydrolyzed by refluxing with 6N 
CI for 18 hours. Amino acid analyses 
;pressed as residues per 68,000g by 
e Moore-Stein technique (5) for tad-
»re and frog were, respectively: argi-
ne 18, 26; lysine 30, 34; histidine 
y 
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29, 41; aspartic acid 53, 39; glutamic , 
acid 44, 36; rnfethionine 2, 5; and Vi • 
cystine 0 to 1,. 7 to 8. There was a 
significant increase in dibasic amino 
acids and a decrease in dicarboxyiic 
amino, acids in the transition of tadpole ' 
to frog. Also very striking is the'rjn- . 
crease of half-cystihe residues in gen; 
eral agreement with the observatibns ' ' 
of Riggs (5). The changes in amino .̂ , 
acid composition are in accord withith&j^ 
experimenfalli' observed differences in ^ 
rates of. migij^tion qf these hemoglobins ̂ ^ 
on both starch and paper (see Table 1?,:. 
properties g, h, and k). It is eyiderit; 
that there is an extensive alteration jn„ 
amino acid composition of hemoglobii¥)f. 
chains during metamorphosis. 

Spectrophotpmetric studies confirmed 
the absence-.,of,any differences in the 
visible region,;sf.the spectrum {4). Frog 
red blood oeU^Jjisates resisted meth«-
mpglobin'formation less readily than did 
lysates from tadpolexieljs upd,eridenticail , 
conditions of .s tq^^^jA large increase ^̂  
in absorptiotj at'-S4Q mpi compared to.«' 
570 m/t and the appearance of the 625^j 
mfj. peak characteristic of methemoglo:-
bin was, obsei^ed. The ultraviolet' 
spectrum shows a decrease in the. in
tensity of the tryptophan band at about, 
289 to 291 m/i,during metamorpibcKis. 
accompanied by a shift to longer wave 
length characteristic of fetal to adult 
hemoglobins (?),: . 

The how numerous differences in tad
pole and frog hemoglobins are sum
marized in Table 1. Our data would 
indicatethereare at least two principal 
hemoglobins.in^the adult R. grylio and 
one in the tadpole, in these experir. 
ments the .7.Q5 poniponf nt does not ap-. 
pear to bjB interconvejijible with the 4.3.? 
fraction as evidence*! -bx separate sedi
mentation experiments with varying 
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protein concentration and iiacreasing 
ionic strength. The sedimentation^ pat
terns for adult R. grylio and R. cates-
beiana are the same whether observed 
one hour or five days after bleeding, 
in contrast to adult X. laevis samples. 
Furthermore, the - individual compo-
nen.ts isolated electrophoretically have 
never given evidence of dimerization or 
splitting to form the component removed 
by electrophoresis even after storage for 
more than 30 daysiat 5°C. Since there 
;are two or more hemoglobins, this 
pJsî s some interesting questions regard
ing their biosynthesis; for example, 
whether the 7.05 hemoglobin, which 
presumably is an octamer, contains any 
peptide, chains in common with any of 
the chains oif the 4.35 tetramers {10). 
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Geothermid Brine Well: Mile-Deep Drill Hole May Tap Ore-Bearing 

Magmatic Water and Rocks Undergoing Metamorphism 

Abstract. A ieep: geothermal well in California has tapped a very saline hrine 
extraordinarily high in heavy metals and other rare elements; copper and silver 
are precipitated during brine production. Preliminary evidence suggests that the 
brine rndy be pure magmatic water and an active ore-forming solution. Metamor
phism of relatively young rocks may also be occurring within accessible depths. 

A geothermal well has been drilled 
recently in Southerti California into a 
geologic environment that can only be 
described in.spectacular.terms. The well 
was drilled for geothermal power nea^ 
Niland,,jelpsei, to. thq,Salton Sea».in .the 
ImTCriaLV^aOilfev,,.,during, the winter, of. 

1961-62. It is 5232 feet deep (/) and 
is the deepest well in the world today 
in the high-temperature hot spring areas. 
In the lower half of the hole, tempera
tures are too high to measure with avail
able equipment, but they are at least 
270°G and may even reach 370''C. For 
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Opi^arisdp, the previous maxinium 
-I tetia^^sritt^ reported for hot spring 
• t af^';;!! '295°G, observed at'Waiotapu, 

>Ww Zealand, in a 3000-foot drill hole 

i t l ie well taps a very saline brine; 
%Mch has an unusually high potassium 
cicihtent, and perhaps the highest lithium 

I and heavy-metal content known Tfor. 
natural waters. During a production 

J test, the brine deposited in discharge 
pipes rnaterial astdaishingly high in 

• silver, copper, and some other scarce 
elements normally concentrated in ore 
deposits. Gdnaiderable evidence favora 
the ge'ologicialfy fascinatipg possibility 
thit this brine is man's .first sample of 
an "active" iare solution of the t^pe that 
probably formed many of the world's 
economic concentrations of ore metals 
m the geologic past. Moreover, this 
brlhe may originate, at greater depths as 

j a water-rich fiuid refsidus: frprn crystal-
H^tion i|a.the!magma chamber.tfaat'alsp' 
I ^ p 3 ^ the recent rhyolite and obsTciian 
l^Ciluio^ df the area. If fk^^is so. die 
iriift 13 an undiluted magmatic witgr 
that can be satnpied and. studied -in 

~ t^tkil for the first •'time. '• 
Ŝ̂ Hea&Y fascinating is the possibiUt}' 

.^jp^^Sfiiperatures in the lower part̂  o | 
• ̂ gie|pkde are so high that trapsfprma-

k ^ M young sedimentary rocks into 
inetatnorphic rocks is taking place within 

! ' ' ^p t l ^ accessible for scientific study. 
" Iflieiie metaniorphic piQc^ses are con-

« sidered to occur at "nonhal" earth tem
peratures only at depths Mow 2-5'(300 
to .30,000 feet, beyond pr^'eht limits 
for direct study. ' . 

The Salton Sea is do ;:Ute horthem 
extension of the downwai|wd w down-
faulted trough of the Gulf of Qaliforiiia. 

. The southernmost recognized branches 
[ of the great San Andreas fault'of Cali-

f ornia extend into the area. The general 
I geology of the area has been ifnapped 

by Dibbtee (J ) ; a geophysical stuĵ y 
by Kovafc and others (4) extends up' 
from the south just to the geptbennal. 
area. Both reports indicate great struc-' 
tural depression of the. trough (h,the last 
10 or 20 milltoo years! An estimated 
10 to 20 thousand f^t of relatively 
young sedimentary rtxks lie on frocks of 
pre-Tertiary age, as confirmed in part 
by oil-test holes up to 12,0{Wif^t deep. 
Gravity data indicate a lo«il gravity 
high for the thermal area. TTm gravity 
high could tie explained by upfauUiiig 
of. a sliver of relatively heavy pre-
Tertiary rocks between branches of the \ 
San Andreas fault, but it is perhaps' 
equally well explained by local trans-
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formation* jof ypUBg: ' " ^:i ;|;;;fqcks'".into'' 
heavier:*itetej. ;'Pqf^uSf^^ «^ there!: 

" .is -norinaliy & decre'ase" in pjere''spai^'?''' 
and a decrease in waiter content, - an'Q"' 
nevy minerals are formed in' res|ionse to 
high temperature or prej^iifercBemicai 
changes other than change in water 
content may also occur. 

Dibblee (3) has mapped a northeast-
striking line of pumiceous rhyolite and 
obsidian 'domes of Quatematy age that 
lie in and near the geothermal area at-
the southern end of the Salton Sea, but 
the northeastern dome—^Miillet Island 
—b not ;shown on' Dibblee's map. 
The domes, as well as neaitby hot 
springs, mud volcanoesV "-and shallow 
.wells drilled for COa, have ''been d&i 
scribed briefly by others (J) : ' 

' The chemical composition of this ex.; , 
traordinary brine • is known quantita
tively for only a'few'comi^nents but 
estimates of the order of mSlhitude of 
the concentrations have'been made for' 
many other components! Some* serious, 
aiialytical problems are- already ap
parent, and others are e x j ^ ! ^ . A'^aiii-
iile of the dee^p'brihe'/wBa?qol^ed from 
a'30o6.-gal!on watef-lieffliisieparator of 
the test system, at tlee fend of the 3-
month production ^tT'-TRie-Eaimplewas 
collected c&f ully in ah attempt to ob
tain a sample fepresentative of non^ 
erupted brine at depth; the'Valves were 

. closed on the separator wtule the proper 
pr&pbrtibfls of brine and high^pressure 
stekih were maintainied, and'flje mixture 
was then cooled and the steam con-
dSiKed. Some gas remained as a vapor 

'.phase, so the original coin^osition could 
not.be duplicate• exactly.*' 

Analyses of tKefgas^^ii^) show 8.0 to 
93'iifercent{by vo1uine)'of CO*, methafle^ 
^^'other'gas^slJHtS'.'-dfisp^ial-intet^tj 
vi«is reported to be^B.'3lr'=(ftrcient in a 
sample collected 1 Jude i962, but was 
not" detected in samples collected 4 July 

. and B August.-
••-A.. A partial analysis of the water sample 
j,;j(io parts per million by weight) in-
''. ciiides (5): Na, 54,000; K, 23,800; Li, 

321; Ca, 40;0«);vtotal halides as CI, 
'184,000; evaporatedsr^idue (180°C), 
j 332,000; sp«ific gravity at,20^C, 1.262, 
i'̂ Semiquantitatiive^spectFogFafiliic analysis 
i :{6) of the evaporated- i^idue indicates 

the, following concentrations, computed 
in parts per mttlion ol' the original 
water: Fe, 3000; Mn, 1000; Ag,' 2; 
B- 500; Ba, 200; Cr, 0:5; Cu, 20; Hi, 2; 
Pb, 100; ST. 2000; and Zn, 500. Each 
figure given is intended only as an in
dication of the order of magnitude of . 
these concentrations. Many are far 

bi^a^lhaafteported coiicentratibns in 
, tJ^ff^atiiiial waters (excepting acid 
mine waters), 
. * This brine, as identified by its major 
components, is an NaCaCl or NaCaKQ 
type. 

Tbe water of most spring systems as
sociated with vole an ism is dominantly 
of surface origin; when rcKsks are frac
tured and permeability permits, the 
water circulates deeply and is heated by 
conduction in the high heat-flow en
vironment. Additional heat and perhaps 
a few percent of magmatic water with 
dissolved substances are supplied near 
the base of circulation, and the hot mix
ture rises in the cote of a huge convec
tion system, with little loss in tempera
ture lintil pressures near the surface are' 
low. enough for the water to boil. Thus 
the"typical system has a very high rate 
of temperature increase from the sur
face downward for the upper few hun
dred to a thousand feet or more. The 
depth of the zone of boiling depends on 
the temperature of the rising water (7)* 

• At. some, depth and temperature char-
actenstlc of eachi^ipring system, tern-
peratures^*aKi'«t6'^level offidownward, 
with little^iWhsr^tiBcntase at greater 
explored dej^hs. "^Rie -^Niland system, 
howeyeri probably -has little physical 
movement of water except .perhaps 
frdm a magma chamber upward into 
the brine reservoir where it has pre
sumably displaced water of lower 
density that fornwriy occupied the 
available pore spaces; original ground 
temperatures before the. drilling seem 
to have bwn controlled primarily, by 
rock conduction and have shown a 
nearly straight-line increase with depth. 

Pressures within the system are about 
i s percent higher than hydrostatic pres
sures would be for pure water having 
the sarne temperature distribution at 
similar depth (5, 8); normal dilute 
meteoric water cannot circulate down
ward against such pr^sures. In addi
tion, extremely high salinity and high 
concentrations of elements such as 
pot^sium, lithium, and the heavy 
metals are very unlikely to ocjcur in a' 
dynamic convection system that requires 
a large supply of scarce elements. For 
these ref^ns, aa^ in contrast to most-
fhemialii|pring s^tems, we consider seri
ously only certain kinds ol ^water of 
deep origin to explaiD the brine in the 
Nilatid-system, 

TiKi> chemical characteristics of dif-
fereflt kinds of saline water of deep 
origin, as presently understoaij have 
teen reviewed recently (P). The deep 
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iThe3cbi^MStiohs of cesium. 
. t'^i'qdide, the heavy 

•>.J,--'!?*Li-.'i2i ' - . r I I ' 

Niland brine is hot clearly any one of 
these previously recognized types, pres
ent liriiited evidence, namely the very 
high brine, temperature and the un
usually high content of potassium, 
lithiunVj and other rare elements, sug
gests a roagmatic type noi previously 
recognized with certainty'in hot spring 
areas. This type presumably is so saline 
and heavy, and so low in volatile com
ponents other than YLO that it ordinarily 
remains deep within each volcanic sys
tem and rarely if ever appears at the 
surface in high concentration in hot 
springs.! If such a magmatic water does 
exist, it is similar in its major com-
ponentsv sodium, calcium, and chloride, 
to the dominant type of very saline 
connate, (fossil) brine of the earth's oil
fields of pre-Tertiary age (9). But the 
Niland water differs greatly from these 
connatej wafers: the content of potas
sium and lidiium is extraordinarily 
high, ahd diere" is'a. virtual'absence of 
sulfate. M.arme and nonmarine salt 
deposits! can also' develop end-stage 
brines high> in potassium and somewhat 
high in I Ut]iiuni,̂ ,̂ b.ut these types are 
normally vM^^hij^ in. magnesium and 
sulfate and /lo^ ia< calcium and heavy 
metals. 

rubidiuin, .bfom'! 
metals, and dt^'isqt^^es of hydrogen 
and oxygen axe ,of particiilar interest. 
These components and the ratio of each 
to its gecichemicallj^ most-'closely related 
majojr element (such as Cs/Na and 

- Br/CI) are becoming very useful in dis
tinguishing, waters of different origins 
(9). 
• If the brine is of magmatic origin and 

is rising upward into porous rocks and 
displacing less-dense water of some other 
origin, a. density-stratified interface 
probably exists at sorae< unknown height 
above the first casing" perforations at 
4900 feet; the brine reservoir is proba
bly the local source of heat in the area. 
Temperatures should increase with depth 
toward this source of heat but they will 
then either attain a maximum or will 
increase less rapidly, with increasing 
depth below the brine interface, depend
ing upon the details of the water cir
culation within the brine reservoir. On 
the other hand, if the brine is one of 
the several nonmagmatic types also 
being considered, it is being heated en
tirely from below by thermal conduc
tion, presumably from the magma 
chamber that was the source of the 
rhyolite and obsidian domes of the area. 
For any of these nonmagmatic. origins, 
temperatures probably continue to^rise 
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Table I. Semiquantitative spectrographic analysis of dark deposit in pipes from brine of the deep 
well (6). Results are reported in percentage to the nearest number in the scries I, 0.7, O.SJ OJ, 0.2, 
0.15, and 0.1, and so forth, which represents approximate midpoints of group data oil a geometric 
scale. The assigned group for semiquantitative results includes the quantitative value about 30 percent, 
of the time. The follbwing elements were below the limits of detection: Au, Cd, Ce, Hf, Hg, La, Li, 
Mo, Nd, P, Pt, Pa, Re, Sc, Ta. Te, Th, ri, U, W, Y, Zn, Zr. 

Element Per
centage Element Per-

- centage Element Per
centage 

Si 
Al 
Fe 
Mg 

• Ca 
Na 
K 
Ti 
Mn 

Major 
0.7 

. 7 
0.015 

".'0.7 
. - in 

K 
0.0015 
0.5 

Ag 
As 
B 
Ba 
Be 
Bi 
Co 
Cr 
Cu 

2 
0.15 
0.15 
0.015 
0.07 • 
0.005 
0.0001 
0.(»02 

• ~20» 

Ga 
Ge 
Ni 

. Pb 
Sb 
Sn 
Sr 
V 
Yb 

0.02 
0.001 
0.0001 
0.02 
0.3 
0.0007 
0.007 
0.0005 
0.0002 

* This exceptionally high copper content, dctennined by lOOOX dilution, has been conflnned by x-ray 
Buorescence by W. W. Bronnock, who also determined by the same method that the sulfur content 
was approximately 8 percent. 

as depth increases through the brme res
ervoir, al.though: not by a straight-line 
relationship if thermal conductivities, of 
the rocks diffeir by very much. 

Of signihcahce also in ascertaining 
the origin ,pf the. water is the nature of 
dark ma im^ deposited from the br|ne 
diiring the l3rmonth production test. '9rate 
total quantity,of the-deposit precipi^ted 
in the 27:5Tfdotrlong horizontM dis-
charge*"̂ p>P'̂  from the well was-shot 
measured, but it was so thick at the dis^ 
charge end that cleaning was. required 
at 1-month intervals 010). A vfdugh: 
calculati6ni^^indi|ates that 5 to 8 tons 
were prec'ipitatedrduring the 3 ihonfbs. 

A fire assay of the-deposit (tf), re
ported a' silver content of 381 ounces 
per ton, or nearly 1.2 percent, and a 
gold content of 0.11 ounce per ton. A 
semiquantitatiye spectrographic analysis 
of a .me,ce pjf^epjgsit collected, about 
100 feet'firom thg, discharge end of the 
pipe is shbyni^iji Tablfe' 1. The 8a:mple 
from the -discharge-end has an almost 
equally, high extent.of heavy metals, 
and the tlun depdsit.from the well has 
'an even higher'content. Natural waters 
have never before been observed to pre
cipitate such > high concentrations of 
silver andjici^pper';' other notable con
centrations'Idf ^elements that are rareor 

widely dispersed in ordinary rocks are 
arsenic, boron, beryllium, bismuth, 
galUum, lead, and antimony. Calcula
tions-indicate that 1 to 3 ppm of cop
per land 6:1 to 0.3 ppm of silver were 
precipitated from the water to form tb«! 
pipe deposits.; These quantities' are) ua 
the, sibrder of . 10 percent of orii ' ' " 
concentrations, .indica:ted by ^ c 
graphic analysis for the whole briiw.-

A "whole^rock" x-ray dificsctiiSB: 
analysis of the pipe deposit". shows 
chiefly amorphous material with a h i ^ 
iron background. Most of the low x-ray, 
peaks -in the record are very close to 
thc^e of -bomite, a copper-irom sulfide 
abundant in many copper deposits^ Sev
eral. otheF'peaks have not yet been 
identified. 

"Thf^'mineral assemblages of rocks, 
when btiri^ to-great depths and heated 
up to> earth temperatures normal' fa; 
such depths, change to new mineral'as
semblages called nietaraoFpfiic rockK« 
All such rocks- that geol^bgi^ h a ^ 
studied in the-, past were fortifed' ten* 
million years ago,̂  or- more, and af great 
depths in the eaitii:. Where they are 
now exposed at< and near the earth's 
surface, extensive uplift and erosion' of 
the original overlying cover has occurted 
to reveal them. Evidence for the begin-

Tabie-2.';Siimmary of characteristics of-diiD core from geothermal wells at Niland. 

Mmerals present* 

' Chlorite, K-feldspar. K-mica, quartz, aJbitet 
K-feldspar, quartz,' chlorite, K-mica, albitef 
Quartz, K-fe]dspar, chlorite, albite, pyrite§ 
Etiidote, quahzi'some feldsi^r or uoknowo or both, pyrite|{ 

:••• Quartz,,chloHte, albite, epidote, pyrite 

* In approxunjiSBf-̂ prder of'.decrcasfaiB abimduice, Uu'djrtai&bied by whole-roclt x-ray dlffractometer, 
and by%microscope^inq>K.ticm^;thin.,sectioo..".'>^,Ei>^^|ia^ in vefolets. tFrom Sportsman 
No. i wdlTqflHSsepli'.l. "SiyetU' iiiiiS .jwociVtes; atMuV. W mSn BSE df the deep well (Imperial 
M ^ C F n " ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ | % | ! ^ W ; ) 1 ^ a l l g ^ t 0 5 ~ d 9 §-Veiniets of quartz u d pyrite 

'witK5o't^jep1cloieSfi^lltEpldo^,^oonii]tmW6d'-i»a mot»vOf. thet rock. 

Apprbximal 
' depth. •'•' 

(ft)' 

4477 ' 
4484 • 
4662) 
4917 
4923 

;e'' 
••f,:^?. 

••4''Vi,; 

\ 

Bullc 
specific 
gravity 

2.47 
, 2.53 

2.52 
3.18 
2.62 



hing stages of active metamorphism has 
been looked for in oil-test wells that 
are drilled 20,000 feet and more below 
the surface where "normal" tempera
tures are in the order of 200°C; how
ever, such evidence has not yet been 
found. Recent conclusions (//) are that 
"low-grade" metamorphic rocks, with 
minerals such as chlorite, epidote, and-
albite, first form normally at depths in 
the order of 25,000 to 30,000 feet, 
where temperatures are probably near 
250°C. 

Five specimens of drill core have been 
studied in some detail, and the data are 
summarized in Table 2. All five speci
mens were originally shale or siltstone, 
but they now contain minerals char
acteristic of the greenschist or chlorite 
grade of metamorphism. The pre-
Tertiary basement of the Salton Sea 
Basin is considered (5, 4) to be 10,000 
to 20,000 feet below the surface 
throughout most of the structural trench, 
aid relatively young rocks of PUpcene 
age dominate the upper 5000 to 10000 
feet. If this general picture is correet, 
the lowrgrade metamorphic rocks of-the 
drill core must be either old basement 
rocks that have been upfaulted locally 
as a sUver between branchs of the San 

. Andreas iauU, or they are rocks of rela
tively young Tertiary age that are now 
being metamorphosed because of high 
temperatiires at these lesser depths. ' 

: Some geologists will be of the opinion 
that mineral changes in this envirpn-
rnent should be called "hydrothernial al
teration" (commonly prodiiced by jthe 
action bf ore-depositing i^aters) rather 
than "metamorphisin." Hydrothermal 
alteration is normally characterized.by 
new hydrous minerals, and by a de
crease in specific gravity of the altered 
rocks. Metamorphism, on the other 
hand, normally consists of the formation 
of new mineral assemblages stable at 
higher temperatures and ̂ pressures than 
former assemblages; .specific gravities 
usually increase with metamorphisrn, 
and water content decreases. In this 
sense the deep Niland. rocks are meta
morphic, even though the brines may 
have brought about some net chemical 
change. 

The age and origin of the metaj 
morphic rocks of the drill core are not 
determinable with certainty from the 
present limited data, but several lines of 
evidence f^vor the theory of active 
metamorphism of relatively youngroeks. 

The data of Table 2 suggest that the 
grade of metamorphism is increasing 
as the depth increases within the short 
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..interyiJ, -frpfh' 4ipfi<i^^^ii ' feet more 
rapidly thaii- migBt'^^#expected Sbif 

•horm'y: old^metkmorpjffigWocks"̂  
was found only in veinlets in the'two 
pieces of drill core nearest the surface, 
but it is abundant in the lower core as 
a replacement for other silicate min
erals. The specific gravity of the drill 
core in general increases rather -rapidly 
with increased depth, as geologists 
might expect from a localized rapid 
downward increase in grade of meta-. 
morphism. For comparison elsewhere 
in the same structural trough (4), the 
drill- core from 0 to 4000 feet in depth 
has an average bulk'specific gravity of 
2.37; 4000 to 8000 feet, 2.44; and 8000 
to ii,000 feet, 2.47. Probably the most 
significant point in. favor of active' meta-
moiTJhism, however, is .the fact that -
wherever bedding is discernible in the 
five core specimens,, ;it was essentially 
horizonta], as evidenced by relations to 
the* originally vertical sides of the drill 
core. In contrast to this, old meta
morphic rocks usually have been up-
faulted and tilted.extensively.-ajjcL'origi-
nal:ii bedding is only horizontal by 
coincidence. 

DONALD E. WtaTB 
United Slates Geological Survey, . •> 
Menlo Park, California 

E. T. ANDERSON 

O'Neill Geothermal Inc..Midland, Texas 
DONALD K. GRUBBS 

Uniyerslty of Virginia, Charlottesville 
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Low Malignancy :df'Rods Sarcoma Cells as Evidenced by Poor 

Traiisplantabil% lin Turkeys 

Abstract. Homologous and isplogous transfers of Rous sarcoma cells in turkeys 
indicate that growth of the 'implanted cells contributes little, if at all, to the 
forrnation of these n'eoplasrhs. Infection of normal host cells by virus appears to 
be, (U least in thli species, the major factor in the induction ahcl progressive 
growth of Rous sarcomas. 

Uiltrjis well known that Rous saretjma 
: f<iani;,bp iproduced in chickens by im-
^planfation of tumor cells or injection of 
ceiirfree filtrates of the tumor tissue. 
Tumbr production by-'eell transfer could 
be thie" result of either mali@ah|,-grpw^h 

î qfiî thesimplanted cells, :thteihs6lves or ih-
f fj^tipn and growth of li^t cells initiated 

'ibyj)>iirus released from.the implanted 
feells; or a combination of both: "There-
is evidence that in chickens prolifera-

jtibn of the implanted cells does occur 
«h dertain instances (7). However, pre-
liminaty data obtained in our laboratory 

,i(!2) iclearly indicated that in turkeys 
ivirUs|,j»yas much more important than 

cells for the induction and progressive 
grovrth of these tumors. 

In the-studies we'-report now (S), 
large n u ^ ^ r s pf>«finta&trvffind viable' 
tumpr cells,*'obtained'by'^i^psinization; ' 
of virus-induced turkey sarcomas, were" , 
implanted into the wongweb of large . 
numbers of turkeys. TTiese experiments' , 
were, conducted as follows: 7-day-dld 

• Beltiyille w^ite turkeys 6f̂  both' sexes 
tvei*.'<ihjetfed 'subcutanedusly ib Jthe-. 
.left-fwing *web 'with 0.2-ml amounts-bf. 
>8tan.d^d Rous sarcoma virus' that had 
been prepared from..chicken tumor-
tissue (4). Tumors were produced by 
injection of 10* to 10* pock-forming 

SCIENCE, VOL. 139 
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•OEOPHYSIGAL PROSPECTING IN NEW ZEALAND'S HYPHOTHERMAL FIELDS 

By F .E . S tud t 

Geophyeics DiviBlon, 
Ne» Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial, Research, 

Wellington, New Zealand. 

Suznmary 

1. Hydi*otheniial fields differ so greatly in character and 
environment that geophysical methods meet with varying 

success in prospecting for steam or hot water. In some cases 
there is difficulty in applying geophysical techniques and in 
others there is difficulty in interpretation. 

2. Owing to the permeability of the rocks, most New Zealand 
fields yield wet steam and little work has been done on 

diT" steam fields. The permeability of the. rocks also results 
in usable hot water being often found by drilling close to the 
hot springs or fumaroles, so that much small scale exploitation 
has been possible without the help of prospectingo Geophysics 
has been employed in mapping the limits of.such fields, but its 
main naea have been in the study of the geological background, 
ox» in the attempt to penetrate beneath the shallow reservoir to 
locate deeper aquifers or feed channels. 

3» Gravity surveys are primarily used to indicate the base
ment structure and are not very detailed, but minor 

positive anomalies have been found, coinciding with some fields, 
'Jlch probably indicate intrusive rocks genetically associated 
^th the hot water. 

i. 
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k» The basement rocks a r e only weakly magne t i sed , and 
magnetic surveys t h e r e f o r e i n d i c a t e t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n of• 

magnet ic rocks v/ i thin the overburden. D e t a i l e d siurveys a r e 
of v a l u e , s ince hydrothermal a l t e r a t i o n c o n v e r t s ' t h e magnetite 
i n the rocks to p y r i t e , thxis weakening the raagjietic f i e l d . 
This has enabled u s e f u l deduc t ions to be made'^-about the sou ro 
of the Wairakei hot wa t e r . 

5 . R e s i s t i v i t y suirveys, des igned to map t h e , d i s t r i b u t i o n o 
ho t wate r a t the wa te r t a b l e , have been s-uccessful i n 

uniform g e o l o g i c a l c o n d i t i o n s , bu t t h e i n t e r p r e ' t a t i o n i s l iab]^ 
to be compl ica ted by p o r o s i t y and s a l i n i t y v a r i a t i o n s . Deep 
p e n e t r a t i o n i s hampered by the s h i e l d i n g e f f e c t of hot wa te r 
n e a r the s u r f a c e . 

S 

60 Seismic r e f r a c t i o n surveys have l o c a t e d cap rocks i n soraj 
f i e l d s . R e f l e c t i o n work a t Wairakei showed ve ry low 

se ismic v e l o c i t i e s , s u g g e s t i n g ' s t e a m i n the rocks in p l a c e 
of wa te r , and dry steam has s i n c e been tapped i n t h i s a r e a . 
Seismic work i n hydrotherroal f i e l d s i s handicapped by very 
h igh n a t u r a l no i se l e v e l s and energy d i s s i p a t i o n . 

i 

7« Ea r ly a t t emp t s a t w e l l - l o g g i n g showed pro.Tiise of locating 
producing hor izons .by"compar ing n a t u r a l p o t e n t i a l logs 

r\in xmder s t and ing and f lowing c o n d i t i o n s . S i m i l a r work on' 
deeper and h o t t e r h o l e s i s p r e v e n t e d by the i n a b i l i t y of 
i n s u l a t e d c a b l e s to v / i ths tand the p h y s i c a l and chemical con
d i t i o n s i n geo•thermal d r i l l h o l e s . 

i i . 
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HINTS FOR IMPROVED PROBE ANALYSIS 

by D. M. Kerrick y C - • /i^' . .::.̂  1̂  

Samples and Standards - Selection and Preparation ' * 

1. Perhaps the most important advice to a novice is to initially obtain analyses 

on only a few samples, before computing the results. Invariably your first 

attempt will yield unsatisfactory results (for one or more reasons given 

in this list). If you have a lot of probe work ahead, the most satis

factory procedure is alternate your probe time with free periods, using 

the latter for computing the results of previous analyses. For example, 

don't make the mistake of analyzinp pyroxene in 50 samples for Mg and Fe 

and then for Ca and Si only to find later that your results are unsatis

factory - this is costly and very disappointing. 

2. Select standards that are similar in composition to your samples unless 

the standards are poorly characterized. In the latter case it is best to 

obtain more reliable standards that are less similar in composition to your 

samples. We have a large number of standards, some are more reliable than 

others. Contact D. M. Kerrick for advice on the selection of specific 

standards for your analytical problem. If you cannot find a reliable 

standard that is similar in composition to your samples, obtain standards 

which contain more of each element than your samples. 

3. It is very important to have a good polish on your samples - a little extra 

effort in obtaining a top-notch polish often makes the difference between 

good and mediocre quantitative analyses. Ask Lee Eminhizer about polish

ing procedures and for an evaluation of the quality of polish on your 

specimens. 

4. It is important that the surface of your specimen is perpendicular to the 

electron beam. Make sure your probe mount is such that the polished surface 
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is not tilted (a good test is to examiiie the reflectivity with the reflected 

light microscope). Extended polishing time can lead to significant relief 

differences between hard and soft substances in the same mount - the 

resulting surface irregularity will result in a lack of perpendicularity 

between the surface of the specimen and the impinging beam. Ask Lee 

Eminhizer about the most efficient polishing procedure so as to avoid 

excessive polishing time. 

5. It is best to have the same thickness of carbon coat on standards and samples 

(although preliminary research in our lab suggests that appreciable vari

ations in the thickness of the carbon coat are not important). 'v,e have a 

device to monitor carbon coat thickness - Lee Eminhizer is well-experienced 

in the operation of this instrument. 

6. Polished thin sections are extremely useful, since you can work with both 

transmitted and reflected light. A normal covered thin section can easily 

be made into a polished thin section by placing the section on a piece of 

dry ice (obtainable from the stockroom), prying off the cover slip after 

about 15 see, (use a razor blade), and then wiping off all exposed lake

side with an acetone-soaked Kimwipe. The specimen is then ready for 

polishing. 

Probe Operation 

1. It is important to assure that the machine is steady before analysis -

carefully saturate the filament and align the electron gun. 

2. At all times the beam must be centered with the crosshairs of the 

microscope. Throughout your analysis this alignment should be repeately 

checked by observing a fluorescent specimen (e.g. quartz, feldspar, or 

Al in the A.R.L. standard) or by letting the beam hit epoxy leaving a 
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small pit (in the latter, minimize the time in which the beam is imping

ing on the specimen, since the plastic is evaporated causing contami-

nation). 

3. The beam diameter should be kept as small as possible so that you can 

avoid inclusions, cracks, etc. However, with a narrow beam (or large 

sample current) you may get burn-off of light elements (especially Na). 

To check for burn-off, obtain repeated 10 sec. counts on the same spot -

if there is burn-off, you will see a decrease in counts of a particular 

element with time. If burn-off occurs, increase the beam diameter and/or 

decrease the sample current. 

4. Watch for drift - this will be obvious when comparing successive average 

counts on the same standard. If drift is greater than about 5 percent 

of the total counts (between two successive standardizations) it is best 

to reanalyze. Drift corrections are not advised. 

5. Focus is extremely critical. It is imperative that you develop a 

reproducible technique for focusing on both standards and samples. The 

best way to focus is to observe the fluorescent spot produced by the beam, 

and to change the focus to minimize the spot size. Obviously, this tech

nique is useful only for fluorescent minerals (e.g. feldspars, carbonates, 

soxic pyroxenes). If your specimens and standards do not fluoresce, 

carefully adjust the focus so as to make the smallest surface imperfections 

(scratches, pits) as clear as possible. Initially check the reproducibility 

of your focusing by refocusing and recounting several times on the same 

spot. 

6. Throughout your analysis, continually check the sample current - it should 

always be steady. Fluctuating sample current will (in most cases) indicate 

that your analysis will be unsatisfactory. In this case check your mount 
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for obvious conductivity problems (e.g. Ag paint contact broken), or put 

another carbon coat on your sample. Poor conductivity usually indicates 

that the carbon coat is too thin. Saturation with respect to sample 

current is not instantaneous after opening the flag. Close examination 

of the meter will reveal that the sample current will quickly climb to 

. a value near saturation and then slowly creep up a unit or so (i.e. .001 

ya) to the saturation position. Wait until the sample current meter 

indicates saturation before you start counting. 

7. Dead time arises when the count rate is so high that the counting system 

cannot process all of the pulses produced by the detectors. In this 

case the counting system will register fewer counts than should actually 

be recorded. Dead time arises above about 15,000 counts/10 sec. for 

spectrometer //I and about 10,000 counts/10 sec. for spectrometer #2; 

thus, keep your counts well below these values to avoid dead time problems. 

A simple test for dead time is to plot counts vs. sample current - the 

resulting line will be linear up to an inflection point, above which 

dead time becomes a factor. ~ 

8. Avoid analyzing very small particles. An article by Page et al. (on file) 

shows that with particles less than about 20 microns across, the irradi

ated volume is larger than the particle" - in this case you would be 

producing X-radiation from the particle as well as the surrounding matrix. 

Obviously, this is to be avoided. The diameter of the irradiated volume 

is larger than the diameter of the electron beam. In this context it is 

also important to avoid analyzing right next to the* edge of a large grain 

since the irradiated volume may incorporate an adjacent phase.' 
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9. In a specimen with several crystals of the same phase, obtain analyses 

on several different crystals in order to evaluate the compositional 

variation from one crystal to the next. Also, check for compositional 

zoning (especially in feldspars, garnets, epidote, and amphibole) by 

analysis of the core and rim compositions. If zoning is apparent, make 

a traverse across the crystal to obtain the zoning profile. If you 

want a full analysis of the core and rim compositions of a zoned crystal 

you will have to return to the same spot - thus, make a sketch of the 

crystal showing places where analysis were taken. 

10. In most specimens it is necessary to have a marking system to distinguish 

the various types of minerals, or to indicate specific grains you want 

to analyze (e.g. zoned crystals). The most helpful method is to mark 

specific grains with ink - a Hunt 104 pen provides a small ink mark that 

is useful for even fine-grained specimens. See D. M. Kerrick for hints on 

this marking technique. Traverses (e.g. for zoning) can be marked with 

an ink line. 

11. With polished thin sections, a useful "trick" for electing areas that are 

both well polished and free of inclusions or cracks is to adjust the 

transmitted and reflected light intensities so that the suitable areas 

show up as bright zones - the areas where inclusions occur, or where the 

polish is poor, will be relatively poorly illuminated. Ask D. M. Kerrick 

to show you this technique. 

Computation 

1. In many cases, partial probe analysis provides a quick method of quanti

tative analysis. Common phases such as plagioclase and olivine are 

routinely analyzed with only partial analysis of the two elements which 
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show mutual substitution (e.g. Mg and Fe in olivine). J. V. Smith and 

co-workers have published numerous papers describing this method for 

common rock-forming minerals (we have these papers on file). This 

method hinges on having well-characterized s.tandards. We have a suitable 

suite of plagioclase and olivine standards for partial probe analysis. 

See D. M. Kerrick for specifics on this method. 

2. For complete major element analyses of relatively simple solid solutions 

(e.g. olivine, plagioclase, epidote) it is helpful to start by analyzing 

the two elements which show reciprocal variation (e»g, Fe and Al in 

epidote). In this way you will be able to observe the.reciprocal 

variation by comparing the relative counts on the two elements. This 

provides a rough way to estimate the compositioh of the phase and to 

check for cornpositional zoning; furthermore, reciprocal variation in 

the counts Is an important indication that your analysis will be success

ful. If reciprocal variation does not occur then ybu should stop and 

evaluate what is wrong with your analytical procedure. 

•3. For most major element analyses (except for sulfides) we use the scheme 

developed by Bence and Albee (paper on file) for reducing the probe 

data to oxide proportions. You must have a complete major element 

•atialysis for this computation. The program uSes parameters (a-factors) 

for correcting the count ratio between standards and samples; in order 

to derive a correct a-factor for- each, element it Is necessary to furnish 

the count data for all major eleinents (except oxygen). 

4. When initiating an analysis it is advisable to. select two or three stand

ards for a particular element. In so doing you can select count data 

from alterriate standards should your initial computation prove unsatis

factory. Furthermore, it is useful to compare the results obtained by 
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using several different standards (hopefully, the results will agree). 

Once a given set of standards is selected, it is advisable to stick 

with these for future analysis of the same minerals in other samples. 

5. Probe analysis is accurate to + 2 wt. %; thus, oxide totals should be 

within 100 + 2%. This is a necessary (but not sufficient) test for the 

accuracy of your analysis - it is possible that the oxide propor+iorii' 

are wrong and get your analysis fortuitously totals to near 100 wt. %. 

However, faith in your analysis will considerably increase if, in a 

' large number of samples, the oxide totals are close to 100%. Another 

test is to look at the structural formula (given to you in the computer 

print-out). For example, you would have much more reliance in a pyroxene 

that had a structural formula of: Ca, - (Mg, Fe), ̂  Si„ .0, than one 
l.U l.U Z.UO 

that comes out as: Ca , (Mg, Fe) Q Si„ ,,0,. 
.o > o Z , 1 b 
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POSTULATED DGE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS 

FOR 

ELECTRIC GENERATING CAPACITY BY SITE 

EXAMPLE - DRAPT COPY 



TABtfc l-I 

POSTULATED DCE GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS 

PROSPECT GENERATING CAPACITY INSTALLED EACH YEAR 

CALIFOR.S'IA & HAWAII 

Brawley, CA 
Coso Hoc Springs, CA 
Ease Mesa, CA 
Geysers, CA (liquid-

dominated 
Geyers, CA (steam) 
Glass Mt., CA 
Heber, CA 
Lassen, CA 
Mono-Long Valley, CA 
Puna, HI 
Salton Sea, CA 

- Surprise Valley, CA 

NORTHV.'EST d 

Pre-
1983 

__ 
— 
— 
— 

1678 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 

1983 

50 
— 
— 
— 

160 
— 
50 
— 
— 
— 
50 
— 

1984 

— 
— 
— 
— 

220 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 

1985 

50 
50 
50 
100 

110 
— 
50 
— 
50 
— 
100 . 
—" 

1986 

— 
50 
— 
100 

— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
75 
50 

1987 

100 
50 
— 
100 

— 
— 
100 
50 
100 
— 
75 
— 

1988 

100 
150 
50 
100 

— 
— 
100 
— 
— 
— 
100 
50 

1989 

100 
150 
— 
100 

— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
100 
100 

1990 

100 
150 
— 
100 

— 
50 
— 
50 
100 
50 
100 
100 

Post-
1990 

500 
— 
— 
400 

— 
— 
700 
— 
— 
850 
1400 
1700 

TOTAL 

1.000 
600 
100 

1.000 

2,168 
50 

1,000 
100 
250 
900 

2.000 
2,000 

Alvord,'0R 
Baker Hot Springs, WA 
Bruneau-Grandview, ID 
Mt. Hood, OR 
Raft River, ID 
Vale Hot Springs, OR 
Welser-Crane Creek, ID 
West Yellowstone, KZ 

50 

50 

_ _ _ _ _ 50 _ 

50, 
5C^ 
100 
50^ 
50 
50 
100, 

200 
— 

3000 
— 
— 
700 
850 

300 
— 

3.150 
— 
100 

- 800 
1.000 

SOUTHWEST 

Brady Hot Springs, NV 
Beowawe, NV 
C'nandler, .̂ Z 
Cove Fort-Sulfurdale, UT 
Leach, NV 
•Roosevelt Hot Springs, UT 
Safford, AZ 
Steamboat Springs, NV 
Thermo, UT 
Valles Caldera, N'M 

CDLF COAST-

LA Acadia Parish, 
Brazoria, TX 
Calcasieu Parish, LA 
Cameron Parish, LA 
Corpus Chrlstl, TX 
Kenedy County, TX 
Katagorda County, TX 

50 
50 

50 — 

50 — . — 

— 50 

— 50 — — 

50 
50 
50 
— 
— 
50 
— 
— 
— 
00 

— 
— 
— 
50 
50 
— 
50 
— 
— 
— 

100 
50 
— 
— 
— 
50 
— 
50 
50 
100 

— 25 — 
— — 50 
— — 50 
— — 50 
— — 50 
— — 50 

— 50 

50 — 
100 100 

100 
100 
100 
50 
50 
100 
— 
100 
— 
100 

50 
200 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 

700 
750 
80 

1300 
1400 
750 
50 
— 
450 

1150 

250 
1800 
250 
400 

1550 
200 
400 

1.000 
1,000 
230 

1.500 
1.500 
1.000 
100 
200 
500 

1,500 

350 
2.225 
350 
500 

1,650 
300 
500 

Cumulative Pover On Line 1678 2188 2408 3068 3668 4793 6093 6793 &143 30923 30,923 

Pilot plants ace not Included in this table. 

MITRE-assumed plant capacities for analysis. 

These geopressured sites are postulated to produce 29.315 MW thermal equivalent of methane by 1985. 
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ROOSEVELT HOT SPRINGS, UTAH 

Postulated Development Scenario 

PLANT INSTALLED CAPACITY 
NUMBER (MWe) 

2 50 

3 50 

4 100 

SUBSEQUENT PLANTS 750 

TOTAL 1000 

Estimates of Resource Characteristics 

RESOURCE CHARACTERISTIC 

Subsurface Fluid 
Temperature (°C) 

Range 
Best 

PLANT 
ON-LINE DATE 

1983 ̂ ^ 

1986 

1988 

1990 

1991-1998 

to 1998 

ESTIMATE 

: 204-260 
Estimate: 230 l X CO 

^T>D 

Total Dissolved Solids (PPM) 7,800 
Electric Energy Potential (MWe 30 Years) 100 
Overlying Rock Medium-Hard: Sediments, 

metamorphics, and volcanics 
Depth to Top of Reservoir (Meters) 830 

[j f j J ^ 

Land Status 
Total KGRA acres 
Total Federal acres 
Federal acres leased 
Total State and private acres 
State and private acres leased 

29,791 
24,5921 
24,592 
5,199 

No data 

1 All Federal land in the KGRA was offered in the Federal lease 
sales. Through first and second offerings, nearly all has been 
leased. The site is now unitized, and Phillips Petroleum Company is 
the operator of the land holdings, according to recent information 
from DOE/DGE. 



ROOSEVELT HOT SPRINGS, continued. 

Development Status and Activity 

Thermal Power Company, a subsidiary of Natomas Company, has 

completed a joint venture well which was drilled to 382 meters 

(1254 feet). Preliminary testing demonstrated a well-head pressure 

of 25 kg/cm (355 Ibs./sq. inch) and temperature of 222''C (132°F). 

Projected total mass flow capability of well is one million Ib/hr of 

steam and hot water. 

Phillips Petroleum Company reports that an 823-840 meter (2700-

2800 foot) test well had an initial flow rate of 90,700 kg/hr (200,000 

Ib/hr) of steam at 204°C (400"'F). Phillips has now completed 10 pro

duction wells and is negotiating with several potential hydrothermal 

users including the City of Burbank, Utah Power & Light Company, and 

other firms interested in nonelectric applications such as hybrid 

coal power plant/geothennal process heat uses. 

Thermal Power Company plans to build a larger test facility to 

determine more precisely the electric generating capability potential. 

Thermal Power holds options'to drill on an additional three sections 

of geothermal leaseholds in the Roosevelt fields. Two wells drilled 

in 1976, at the site of a significant new field discovery the year 

before, were both successful producers. One was 1860 meters (6100 

feet) deep and the other only 380 meters (1250 feet) deep. The 

latter produced steam at 300 feet, 700 feet, and 1200 feet and a 

total mass flow of about one million Ib/hr. 



ROOSEVELT HOT SPRINGS, continued. 

Major Development Problems 

No major development problems are currently evident at the 

Roosevelt Hot Springs hydrothermal site. However, technological 

areas which could entail a moderate risk include: 

• fluid disposal — /1/7VM\ 

• high silica content of brine ''-" A^^^\X^ 

• cooling water availability/subsidence. ^ 

Postulated Development Scenario: Status and Implications 

First Commercial-Scale Plant: 50 >fWe in 1983 

Based on the number of developers and the recent field activity 

at Roosevelt Hot Springs, this appears to be one of the more attractive 

candidates for development. Phillips Petroleum Company holds Federal 

leases on which Utah Power Company is planning to build an electric 

generating plant.- The resource temperatures indicate a commercial 

effectiveness of installing a flash conversion process at this site. 

As shown in Figure 26-1, the first 50-MWe plant is scheduled to go on 

line in 1983. Accordingly, the commitment to develop must be made in 

1978 and plant final designs must be ready by 1980. Moreover, any 

technological RD&D, in order to be incorporated in the design specifi

cations and installations must be completed by 1980. Figure 26-2 

shows the scheduled activities of principal participants in the 

development of all the plants at the Roosevelt Hot Springs prospect. 



FIGURE 26-1 

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE FOR FIRST I'LANT: ROOSEVELT HOT SPRINGS.' UTAH 
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FICURE 26-2 

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE FOR ALL PLANTS: ROOSEVELT HOT SPFINCS. UTAH 

OPERATING 
ENTITIES 

Owner 

County . 

State 

Devclopor 

Utility 

DOI/USCS 

DOI/DLM 

UOI/USFS 

FPC 

BIA 

ACTIVI-n 

l.nasQ Land. Issue Prospecting Permit 

ProcGos Knvironmentnl Report - Prc-leaso 
Issue Land Use Permit 
Process Environmcnial Report - Drilling 

Process Environmental Report, Lease Land 
IDBUO PrODpccting/Exploratlon Permits 
loeue DrlHing PcnnitB 
Certify Plant and Site - Issue Pcrmlta 
Proccos Environmental Reports - Drilling, 
Plont Construction, Tranaralsslou Lines 

Exploration and Reservoir Evaluation 
Comiolt to Development 
Preparo >l.-i3ter Development Plon 
Development DrillliiB 

Commit to Development 
Prepare Envlronmeiical Data Statement 
niid .Master Development Plon 

Construct Plant, litstell Transmission Lines 
Power on Line 

I.isue Drilling Permit 
ProcesD EIA/EIS - Drilling 

Proceoa KIA/EI,*!, Lease Land 
losue STC Drilling Permit 
Certify Plant and Site, Issue Permits 

Process EIA/EIS. Len.se Land 
loaue SfC Drilling Permit 

Certify Plant nnd Site. Issue Permits 
Process EIA/ElS - Plant 4 Transmission Line 

Process EIA/EIS. l.eoBO Land 
Issue Drilling Pcrmtto 

1977 1978 

• 

1 

1 

1979 

\ 

Al 

Al 

1 

I 

1 
1 

1900 

1 

1 

-

1981 

— 

1 

— 

1982 

' 

^ 

1983 

— 

^ . 

A 

50A' 

— 

1984 1985 

— 

A 

A 

— — 

5 

1986 

i -

5 

1987 

— 

A I 

~ 1 
A / 
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• 
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FICIIUK 26-2, Concludfd 

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE FOR ALL FALNTS: ROOSEVELT HOT SPRINGS. UTAH 

OPERATING 
ENTITIES 

Otmer 

County 

State 

Developer 

Utility 

DOI/USCS 

DOI/DLM 

D01/USF3 

FPC 

BIA 

ACTIVITY 

Lease Land, Issue Prospecting Permit 

Process Environmental Report - Fre-lcase 
laoue Land Use Permit 
Protess Environmental Report - Drilling 

Process Environmental Report, Lease Land A 
Issue Prospecting/F.xploratloh Pernlts ' 
Issue Drilling Pcrmlta 
Certify Plont nnd Site - Issue Permits 
Process Eavlronmoiital Reports. - Drilling, 

Plant CoiiBtruction, Tinnsmisslon Lines 

Exploration and Rcocrvoir Evaluation 
Commit to Development 
Prepare Master Development Plan 
Development Drilling 

Commit to Development 
Prepare Environmental Data Statement 

nnd Master Development Plan 
Construct Plant, Install Transmission Lines 
Power on Line 

Issue Drilling Permit 
Process ElA/ElS - Drilling 

Process E I A / E I S . Leaao Land 
Issue STG Drilling Permit 
Certify Plant and Site. Issue Fernlta 

Process EIA/EIS. Lease Land 
Issue STC Drilling Permit 

Certify Plant and Site, losue Permits 
Process EIA/EIS - Plant & Tronsralaslon Line 

Process EIA/EIS. Lease Land 
Issue Drilling Pernlts 

1988 

— 

5 

1909 

— 

1990 

. 

— 

1991 

— 

1992 

^ A A A A z 
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ROOSEVELT HOT SPRINGS, continued. 

Development Problems. There are a number of site-related 

technological problems of moderate concern. The reservoir/return -—^ 

formation is fractured volcanic, capped with medium-to-hard overlying 

rock and, consequently, its ability to absorb return flows of return 

flows of brine over extended operating times is in question. 

In addition, although quantitative data have not been well 

established for silica content in produced brines, there are some 

indications that silica carryover and scaling may be problems at the 

Roosevelt Hot Springs site. Similarly, maintaining long-term flows 

from production wells could be a significant consideration. 

Environmental concerns are relevant, particularly regarding 

potential land settlement in that locale: recent withdrawals from 

(nearer-surface) aquifers have resulted in observed subsidences of six . 

feet. The possible impacts of seismic excitation are also a moderate 

concern. 

Surface water for evaporative cooling is generally unavailable 

in the region. This water shortage may not be a problem should the 

underground brine-receiving formations be able to tolerate a slight 

deficit in reinjection (i.e., based on tradeoffs in cooling versus 

subsidence and reservoir depletion). 

Economic Analysis. The projected economics of electrical 

generation at the Roosevelt Hot Springs geothermal power prospect are 

presented in Table 26-1. 

M ^ ^ 

i\ 



ECONOMIC ANALYSIS: 
TABLE 26-1 
ROOSEVKUT HOT SPRINGS, UTAH 

FLASH SYSTEM , 50 HH BLECTBIC PLANT 
FIRST PLANT ON LINE DATE : 1983 

TEHPEEiTDEE IN CEHTIGRADE UEGBEES (BEST ESTIH6TE) : 230 
WELL DEPTH IN HEIEES : 1300 
BRINE SALINITY : LOW 
OVBELYIHG ROCK TYPE : MEDIUH HAED 
SPECIflED WELL FICH BATE (KGH./HB.) : 363000 
THE COST PER PRODUCTION HELL IS HOT SPECIFIED : THE DEFAULT COST PEE PBODUCTION WELL ($) 
THE COST PEB INJECTION WELL IS NOT SPECIFIED : THE DEFAULT COST PEK INJECTION'HELL (5) 

533136.2' 
533136.2 

PPODUCEB FINANCIAL DATA 

DEBT FBACTION : 0.30 
ANNUAL INTEBEST RATE ON DEBT (FRACTION) : 0.08 
BEQUIEED RATE OP RETURN ON EQUITY (FBACTION) : 0.20 
PROPERTY TAX RATE (FRACTION) : 0.01 
BEVENUE TAX RATE OR ROYALTY (FRACTION) : 0.10 
EFFECTIVE TOTAL INCOME TAX RATE (FRACTION) : 0. 
EFFECTIVE IKVESTMEHT TAX C6EDIT (FRACTION) : 0. 
ESCALATION FACTOR FOR OEM COSTS : 0, 
IESCAIATION FACTOB FOB ENERGY COSTS : 0. 
lESCALATION FACTOR FOB CAPITAL COSTS : 0. 
ILIFE SPAN OP PROCUCTION HELLS (YEARS) : 10.00 
'LIFE SPAN OP INJECTION HELLS (YEAfiS) ; 10.00 
LIFE SPAN OP PRODUCER PLANI (YEABS) : 20.00 
START UP COST M.ULIIPLIEB : 1.081 

50 
OH 
05 
05 
05 

UTILITY FINANCIAL DATA 

DEBT FBACTION : 0.50 
ANNUAL INTEREST RATE ON DEBT (FRACTION) : 0.08 
REQUIRED HATE OF RETURN ON EQUITY (FBACltOH) : 0.12. 
PROPERTY TAX RATE (FRACTICN) : 0.01 
REVENUE TAX BATE OB BOYALTY (FRACTION) : 0.0 
EFFECTIVE TOTAL INCOME TAX RATE (FRACTION) : 0.'50 
EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT (FBACTION) : ' 'O.OI 
ESCALATION FACTOR FOE OCM COSTS : 0.05 
ESCALATION FACTOB FOR ENE5GY COSTS : 0,05 
ESCALATION FACTOR FOR CAPITAL COSTS : 0.05 
LIFE SPAN OF UTILITY PLANI (YEARS) : 30.00 
ULTIMATE CAPACITY FACTOR : 0.80 
START,UP COST HULTIPLIEB : 1.038 

• NUMBEB OP HELLS , CAPITAL COSTBASIS AND 06H COSTS , AND BEVENUE EEQUIBEMENTS WITHOUT ANY BBC IMPACTS • 

CAPITAL COSTBASIS (1977 $M) 

7 PBODUCTION HELLS : 4.1192 
6 INJECTION WEILS : 3.850 

PEODUCEB PLANT EXCLUDING WELLS.: ^4.708 
EEPLACEHENT PBODUCTION HELi-S : '3.836 
REPLACEMENT INJECTION HELLS : 3.288 
REPLACEMENT PLANT : 2.077 
TOTAL FOB PRODUCTION PIELD : 
GENEBATING PLANT : 
TOTAL : 

06M COSTS (1977 JM/YB.) 

22 
2t» 
K6 

253 
,113 
366 

PEODUCEB 
GENERAL : 
HELL : 
DEEP-HELL PUMP : 
SPENT BBINE TBEATHENT 
CHEMICAL 6 MECHANICAL 
TOTAL : 

UTILITY 
. GENERAL : 
CHEMICAL 6 MECHANICAL 
TOTAL : 

: 
CLEANING : 

CLEANING : 

0.22'* 
0.069 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.703 
0.0 

0.29a 

0.703 

^ 9 

"in 
•• REVENUE REQUIREMENTS •* 

PRODUCER 
UTILITY 

» TOTAL 

13.7«« MILLS/KUHR 
7.016 MILLS/KHHR 
20.760 .1 ILLS/KWIIK 
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n 
ROOSEVELT H.S. ,[NEVADA/ 

(CONTINUED) \ ^ y ^ 

• BCD IMPACTS FOB PLANT NO. 1 - ON LINE DATE 1983 • 

BCD COMPONENT 

CAPITAL COST PEB PBODUCTION HELl 
CAPITAL COST PER INJECTION WELL 

ANTICIPATED CHANGE 
(») 

-5.00 
-5.00 

CHANGE IN BEVENDB 
BEQUIBBMEMTS (HXLLS/KSHB) 

-0.2576 
-0.2208 

•* REVENUE-EEQUIBEMENTS WITH ALL THE BCD IMPACTS INCLUDED. •• 

PRODUCER : 12.266 MILLS/KHHE 
UTILITY : 7.016 MILLS/KWHE 

• TOTAL : 19.283 MILLS/KWUE • 

• SENSITIVITY OF COST OP ELECTBICITY (FBOM PLANT NO. 1 , ECD IMPACTS INCLUDED) • 

BESOUECE C OPEBATING PABAHETCBS 

HIGH BESOUECE TEMPEEATURE ESTIMATE (260 DEGREES CENTIGBADE) 
LOW EESOURCE TEMPERATURE EbTIHATE (200 DEGREES CENTIGBAD3) 
HIGH CAPACITY FACTOB VALUE : 0.85 
LOW CAPACITY FACTOB VALUE : 0.60 
EXPENSING OP INTANGIBLE DRILLING COSTS ( 70.OX OP WELL COSTS EXPENSED) 
DEPLETION ALLOWANCE ( 22.0* CF GROSS INCOME) 
INVESTMENT TAX CBEDIT ( 26.23 GBOSS, 15.031 EFFECTIVE) 

MILLS/KWHB 

15. 
33. 
18. 
25. 
17. 
16. 
18. 

,330 
,178 
.lUS 
,710 
,812 
,873 
,198 



ROOSEVELT H.S. 
(CONTINUED 

• ESC IMPACTS FOB PLANT NO. 2 - ON LINE DATE : 1986 » 

BCD COMPONENT 

NUMBER OF PfiODUCTICN WELLS 
CAPITAL COST PEB PBODUCTION HELL 
CAPITAL COST PEB INJECTION HELl A 
CAPITAL COST OF GATHERING SYSTEM 
CAPITAL COST CF DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
CAPITAL COST OF TURBINE GENEBATOB 
CAPITAL COST OP EEOCESS MECHANICAL (OTIlITy) 
LIFE SPAN OF PBOCUCTION HELLS 
LIFE SPAN OP INJECTION HELLS 
START UP COST MULTIPLIERS (PEODUCEB 

ANTICIPATED CHANGE 
(X) 

-3.00 
-12.00. 
-12.00 
-10.00 
-10.00 
-3.00 

-10.00 
20.00 

100.00. 
: -1.16 , OTILITY: 

CHANGE IN BEVEUOE 
BEQUIBEHENTS (MILLS/KWHB) 

-0.7358 
-0.6181 
-0.5298 
-0.06U9 
-0.025U 
-0.0728 
-0.0270 
-0.3758' 
-0,9828 

-2.12) -0,7208 

.•• EfiVENOE EEQUIBEMENTS WITH ALL THE E6D IMPACTS INCLUDED. •* 

PEODUCEB 
UTILITY 

• TOTAL 

10.261 MILLS/KHHB 
6.770 MILLS/KHHB 
17.034; MILLS/KHHB 

eSarTTSq 



ROOSEVELT H.S. , iNEV 
tCOHTIHOEDJ 

• R6E laPACTS FOR PLANT HO, 3 - ON LINE DATE I 1988 * 

BCD eOMPOHENT 

KOHBEB cr PRODOCTIOR VELXS. 
CAPITAL COST PEE PRODUGTIGN VELl 
ClplIAL COST PEB IHJICT20H WELl, "̂  
CAPITAL COST OF GATHERING SXSt in 
CAPITAL COST OP DISTEIDUTIOS SYSTEM 
CAPITAL COST OF TOflSIHE GENEBATOB 
CAPITAL COST OF PROCESS fiE'CHAHICAL (UTILITY) 
LIFE SPX.N OP PHODUCTIOH HELLS 
LIFE SPAN OF iNJECIIOH WELLS 
STAST UP COST HUiTIPLIEBS {PRODUCER; -f) 

ANTICIPATED CHANGE CHAWGE, IN REVESD2 
(») EEQUIBEflENTS (MILLS/^WHi') 

-3.00 -0.7 358 
-12.00 -0,.6iai 
-12.00. -0,52.98 
-10.00 -0,06(19 
-10.00 -0.0254 
-3.00 -0.0728 

-10.00 -0.0270 
-20.00 -0.3835 
100,00 -0.99 58 

16 > UTILITYt -2.12) -0,7208 

*• BEVENUB SEQUIEEHEHTS WITH ALL THE BSD IMPACTS INCLUDED, •,* 

PEODUCEE : TO.247 MILLS/KHHB 
UTIlXfY : 6.770 ttlLLS/KHBH 

* TOTAL : 17.01? MILLS/KHHB *• 



ROOSEVELT H.S. , 
(CONTINUED) 

• a n t IMPACTS FOB PLANT HO. 4 - ON LINE DATE : 1990 • 

BCD COMPONENT 

NUMBEB OF PBCDUCTICH HEUS 
CAPITAL COST PEE PRODUCTION HEIL 
CAPITAL COST PEE INJECTION HEU "* 
CAPITAL COST OF GATHERING SYSTEM 
CAPITAL COST OP DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
CAPITAL COST OP TUREINE GENEEAICB 
CAPITAL COST OF PBOCESS MECHANICAL (UTILITY) 
LIFE SPAN OF PRODUCTION HELLS 
LIFE SPAN OF INJECTION HELLS 
START UP COST MULTIPLIERS 

ANTICIPATED CHANGE 
(X) 

-3.00 
-20.00 
-20.00 
-10.00 
-10.00 
-3.00 

-10.00 
20.00 
100.00 

(PEODUCEB: -4.16 , UTILITY: 

CHANGE IN BEVENUE 
BEQUip 

-2.12) 

EMENIS (MILLS/KWHB)-
-0.7358 
-1.0302 
-0.8830 
-0.0649 
-0.,0254 
-0,0728 
-0.0270 
-0,3835' 
-0,9958 
-0.7208 

•• BEVENUE EEQUIBEMENTS WITH ALL THE BCD IMPACTS INCLUDED. •• 

PBOBUCEB 
UTILITY 

• TOTAL 

9 .672 MILLS/KHHB 
6 .770 MILLS/KWHB 
16.442.MILLS/KWHB *i 



ROOSEVELT HOT SPRINGS, continued. 

The levelized busbar coat of flash-conversion electricity from this 

site is estimated to be 20.8 miils/kWti using currently available 

technology. Accounting for anticipated cost reductions from the RD&D 

program, the first commercial-scale plant at this site., postulated to 

come on line in 1983, is expected to have a levelized. busbar energy 

cost of- 19.3 mills/kWh. 

It is assumed that geothermal electric- plants in this region 

will be' competing priioaTi'ly against new western, coal-fired power 

plants.. The levelized busbar cost of- electricity from these sources 

is expected to be about 20.0 mills/kWh in 1985, rising to 20.6 

mills/kWh in 1990 under assumptions of the National Energy Plan 

scenario for. escalation of coal prices. 

The costs of electricity (with RD&D benefits)^ at: this prospect 

are thereforiE competitive without the advantage of Federal subsidies.. 

Subsequent Plants 

The- second plant at Roosevelt, also a SO-MWe plant, is scheduled 

to go on line in 1986, Its construction.must commence in 1984, the 

design must be completed in 1984, and the commitment to de'velop this 

expanded capacity must be made by 1982. With -a required RD&D cutoff 

time of 3 yea-r,s before poyer on line, no operating experience will be 

See Chapter ;2 for a detailed description of the computer print-out 
and assumptions and. data used in this analysis. 



ROOSEVELT HOT SPRINGS, concluded, 

available for Plant 2 from any of the new 1983 plants, including 

Roosevelt Hot Springs Plant 1. The projected cost of electricity from 

Plant 2 is 17.0 mills/kWh (Table 26-1). Plant 3 will realize benefits 

from the same RD&D contributions and, since it will be the same size 

as Plant 2, will have similar power production costs. 

Plant 4, 100-MWe capacity in 1990, will benefit from further 

RD&D impacts (Table 26-1) and will produce electricity at a favorable 

16.4 mills/kWh. 

nr^r 
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NOTICE; OF PROGRAM INTEREST (NPI) 
FOR SPECIAL PROJECTS 

Up to $600,000 will be made available to the Energy Extension Service 
(EES) pilot states to conduct special projects during the EES pilot 
program operation. Unsolicited proposals to be funded by the Special 
Projects Program -will benefit the pilot states by strengthening the 
EES pilot program network and helping lay the groundwork for the national 
EES program. 

In general, the Special Projects Program will fund activities that 
(1) enhance the technical capabilities of state EES programs; (2) 
facilitate the sharing of inforroation among pilot states and other 
states; and (3) offer regional or multistate approaches to delivering 
program services and implementing market factors feedback (MFF) 
activities. 

Each submitted proposal should explore methods, approaches, or ideas 
in support of the EES Special Projects program -that (a) do not " 
unnecessarily duplicate work already underway or contemplated by 
the Department of Energy (DOE), and (b) are not already known by 
DOE, or (c) have previously unrecognized merit or value. Specifically, 
DOE will consider for possible funding those proposals that meet the 
following restrictions and conditions. 

1. Only unsolicited proposals from the ten EES pilot state programs 
will be considered; each pilot state may sxitmit more than one 
proposal. They must be signed by the state official whose signar . 

' ture appears on the face page of the state's EES Grant Document 
or by axi official designated in writing by this signatory to act 
on EES matters- Proposals siobmitted by non-EES program affiliates 
are eligible for consideration if they are submitted by a • 
participating state as a project under an existing EES pilot 
grant and are signed as described above. 

2. Projects must benefit more than one pilot state by developing 
tangible products or services that can be used by other states in 
the pilot program. 

3. Funds cannot be used simply to expand an individuaO. state program. 

4. Each project budget generally should not exceed $75,000, 

5. Funds awiirded cannot replace or supplant funding fron other sources 
now provided for similar activities; rather, they must supplement 
such funds. 

6. Projects must be completed or have achieved significant results 
by the end of.the pilot program (3/31/79). 

j!iJMlUUjBUMl'lll'JJU»MlM»l*IJM»Wi -.̂'» • •• 



NPI For SpecizQ Projects 

7. Projects must not detract from efforts required to execute the 
current EES pilot program. 

8. Projects must be consistent with the purposes and requirements 
of the EES program as- defined in.the PRDA zind grant documents -
e.g., no research and development or demonstrations to establish 
the feasibility of energy technologies. 

Unsolicited proposjJ.s must be received on or before May .5, 1978, 
5;00 P.M., to be considered for funding. Selections of the proposals 
will take place within 60 days after this date. 

DOE reserves the right to support or not support any or all proposals 
submitted, in v^ole or in part, and assumes no responsibility for 
any costs associa-ted with specific proposal preparation. 

Ten tlO) copies of each proposal should be mailed, and any questions 
referred, to: 

Glenn Gardner 
Special Projects Manager 
Energy Extension Service 
U.S. Department of Energy 
20 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W, 
Washington, D.C. 20545 
(202) 376-1967 

Each proposal should be marked: 

•EES Special Project Proposal" 

Any resulting EES grant modification awarded pursuant to this NPI 
will be subject to the conditions, regulations, and stipulations 
contained in the State's current EES grant doctments, the ERDA 
Procurement Regulations 9-4.950, and the ERDA Federal Assistance 
Mzmual (see 42 Federal Register 27630). 

The Department of Energy will obtain comments on proposal abstracts -
and/or the full proposals from a groiip at non-pilot states. However, 
the decision on which proposals to fuiid will be made soley by the 
Department of Energy.. 

Specific information on proposal preparation formats is attached. 

/ 



CONTENTS OF UNSOLICITED PROPOSALS 

No particular format need be followed for the submission of proposals. 
However, a proposal should, as a minimum, cover the points set forth 
below in the order indicated. Elaborate proposals or presentations 
are neither necessary nor desirable. In this connection, the proposer 
should bear in mind that DOE is under no obligation with respect 
to the costs of preparing any proposal. Ten copies of the proposal 
should be submitted, 

A formal unsolicited proposal is a detailed document which must be 
signed by an authorized official as noted in the NPI. This 
document forms the basis for both further technical evaluation and 
for possible grant modifications. Each proposal should contain the 
following elements: 

.1. Cover Sheet 

2. Abstract 

• 3. Narrative 

4. Cost Proposal (should be a document that is separable from 
original proposal). 

Cover Sheet 

Each proposal must have a cover sheet providing the information set 
forth in the sample in Appendix A. 

Abstract 

At the beginning of each proposal, there should be a concise abstract 
of 200-300 works stating the basic purpose, summary of work, and 
expected end results of the proposed effort. 

Ncirrative 

Each proposal should contain a narrative in which the relevance of 
the proposed work to DOE/EES Special Projects Program is discussed and 
a clear statement of' the'proposed'work'plan is" presented. The qualifications 
ofthe proposer should be delineated. 

The following points should be specifically addressed: 

1, Purpose cuid Objective - State briefly the primary purpose, general 
objective and expected end result of the proposal, such as: 

(.1) State the problem or problems the proposed special project 
will contribute to solving, ajid the anticipated contribution 
of the project to that solution. 



(2) Enumerate the specific objectives of the project and specify 
the questions which the project will try to answer, 

(3) State the expected consequences of successful completion of 
the project for the EES program. -

(4) Discuss the existing interest by potential beneficiaries 
or users. 

Statement of Work - Give full and complete technical details of 
the procedures that will be followed throughout the scope of work. 
Describe the work to be performed and services to be rendered, 
phase by phase in a sequence that will permit DOE to determine 
the success of the accomplishments at the end of any phase, and 
relate these to any phase which follows. Indicate the scope 
and methods of management support planned in order to fully 
execute the work. Provide an estimated period of time in which 
txD accomplish the objectives of the proposal or have achieved signi
ficant results by 3/31/79, and indicate criteria by which success of 
the project can be evaluated. It is advisable to indicate the phasing 
of'the project on an appropriate time-milestone basis. 

Organization, Facilities, and Qualifications - As applicable, 
make the following representations with respect to the organiza
tion, facilities, and qualifications for performing the work 
or services set forth herein: 

a. It is organized and existing under the 
(type of organization) 

laws of the State of , having its principal 
office and place of business in the city of 
in the state of . 

CD If a corporation, list the officers authorized to 
commit the company. 

(2) If a partnership, list the names and addresses of all 
partners -

b. It regularly employs persons. 

(1) It is (is not) categorized as a "minority business" 
enterprise, 

(2) It is (is not) categorized as a "small business" 
enterprise, 

c. Work proposed will be performed at the contractor's place 
of business located at 



d. It has available qualified personnel for the performance 
of the work or services called for within the time 
specified, except as follows: (detail as necessary) 

e. It (is currently) (has been) engaged in work or services 
of the type required herein and is fully qualified for 
the performcuice of the work or services hereunder as the 
result of its experience in the field involved, 

f. If a contraict is aweirded as a result of this proposal, 
it is the intention of the proposer to subcontract the 
following work or services: 

Work, Services, or 
Major Equipment Purchases to Prospective** 

be Subcontiracted Cost* Subcontractor(s) 

g. It has (has not) employed or retained a company or person 
(other than a full-time employee) to solicit or secure this 
contract, and agrees to furnish.information relating thereto 
as requested by the contracting officer. 

h. It has (has not) the necessary financial capacity, working 
capital, and other resources to perform the contract 
without assistance from any outside source. (If not, 
indicate the amount required and the anticipated source.) 

5. Other Information - Provide the following: 

a. Names, titles, and resumes of principal investigator and 
key technical personnel.and percent of time each will be 
spending on the special project.*** 

b. Describe briefly the location, facilities, and special 
- equipment available to perform tJie work outlined in the 
proposal-

c. List additional locations, facilities and special equipment 
required to perform the work outlined in the proposal. 

d. The submission of a proposal to other prospective sponsors, 
concurrently with its submission to the DOE, will not 
prejudice DOE review of such proposal. In this regard, the 
following information should be furnished: 

* Indicate basis, whether actual competitive price quotations, 
catalog prices, or other, • -
** Indicate method of selection, competitive or selected source. 
*** Note: This information is also required on the budget sheet 
shown in Appendix B. 



CD State whether the proposal has been submitted to any 
other prospective sponsor(s), including other Federal 
agencies. If so, indicate to whom, when, and where, 
and the'proposed total cost of such other submission(s). 

(2) State whether any portion of the work outlined in the 
proposal is presently being supported by any other 
sponsor(s) or by the proposer. 

(3) State whether any prior work related to the present 
proposal was sponsored and, if so, indicate the 
information as in (1) above-

Cost Estimate 

An estimate of the cost of all the proposed work or total program, as 
appropriate, with breakdowns by task and by Government fiscal year, 
should be submitted. A sample format which is adequate for DOE's needs 
is set forth in Appendix B. 



APPENDIX A 

Sample Cover Sheet 

UNSOLICITED PROPOSAL 

Submitted to 

Department of Energy 

State 

Address 

For 

Title of Proposal 

State Contact 

Name & Address of Project Manager if Different From Above 

Signature of Authorized State Official as Noted in NPI 



A p p e n d i x B 

From (boglnning data) to (finding data) 
REIMBURSABLE OR COST SHARING 
PORTION 

Tha beginning and ending dates lor 
the period covered by the budget 
should be included. II commilments 
lor personnel, supplies or equipment 
have to be made prior to the begin
ning date, a statement to this ellect 
should be included in the proposal. 

Sample Budget 

.--•>f.-ij.' 

r v , • • 

Salcries ol scientilic parscn-
nel should be Identilied by 
the individual's name and 
title, social security number. 
and monthly academic rate 
of pay. 

Fraction ol time or 
elfort personnel wil l 
devote to the project 
should b« shown. 

List each piece ol scientilic 
or technical equipment lo 
t>e purchased or labricated. 
Where this is not practical, 
equipment may be groupevi 

. in general categories. Any 
general purpose equipment 
must be listed individually. 

The need lor individual 
pieces ol equipment should 
be explairfed in the portion 
ol the proposal describing 
the wo(1( to be undertaken. 

Purpose ol the 
travel should be 
explained in the 
proposal. 

The budget may include 
. costs ol publishing in rec

ognized scientiric journals 
including the cost ol a rea
sonable supply ol reprints. 

Indicate percent 
and expenditures 
lo which appl ied— 
also indicate name 
ol cognizant audit 
and negotiation 
agencies. 

Under special research support 
agreements, the Institution will be 
required to lurnish sn annual 
alter-lhe-lact certified statement 
showing the actual total cost 
during tha prior agreement year. 

Institution's contributions may be 
made by contributing particular items 
without cost to the EROAor by agree
ing to pay a specined percent ol the 
total cost of the project 

T", Sahihe^and Vtagfe^'^fX'.A'-'' • 
SdernifUipisciplihe^Personoel.. 

Principal Investig^tbr.- B. Roe,. Afsbo."-

^i t tn^ated Requl ren iena ^ 

P i r n Year S<»co'rxi Yeaf ..'• 

$ xxxx $ xxxx ^ 

II the budget in
cludes estimates 
ol total costs to 
complete the 
protect. Indicate 
the amounts re
quired each year. 

.4. Other .pirect OSstsirivf.:; 
' •^ j i j : : . . Supplies a i i i Mi[arta<i tindfcatfr^-f. 

.;.-::"" Computer, 
,..?"r->';:rv 

5. IrKllrect'cnargei 
'- ̂ ..^^*.:^! 

;;i>'.:;xxxv; 
XXX 

v-^f^ ,;. XXX;;.; 
PHC^Rr^vtV!«'. . .; * ' . ^ •> . *^...-- - ^ ^ . ^ ^ . 
3>ri^-:-.f,-r;:''Tc..-^-;-. ;„••>. . . . . -..-.••..•••--• ' .... , 

- ' , • • ' • • r - 1 - . . ^ - ' : • . • ; • ' . - : • • • • - • ; -

of s&)'ar{es or.-j.';v"V'.-;.''-"-• - :'•: ' 

XXX 
XXX 

.. XXX 
XXX 

X X X X 

Some organiza
tions include lhes< 
and other general 
purpose items ol 
expense in their 
indirect costs. In 
such cases, the 
items should not 
be duDlicated by 
listing the items a 
a direct cost. 

II the cost ol the 
later stages ol thi 
project cannot b( 
accurately esti
mated, only the 
costs ol the first 
year need be 
included in the 
budget. 

ITEMS EXCLUDED FROM COST SHARING TO BE CONTRIBUTED 
BY THE CONTRACTOR 
(Dollar amounts are not required if the ilem(s) to be contributed 
can be described using quantitative terms such as hours, pounds, etc.) 

CONTRACTOR CONTRIBUTION OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 

Principal investigator, R. Roe 
50% of time for 9 month academic year. 
(Do not show dollar amounts under this category. When all or a part 
o( the principal investigator's time is shown in Ihis section, overhead 
and salary related costs for that portion of time may not be included 
in Reimbursable or Cost Sharing Portion above.) 

NOTE: ERDA i s now DOE, 



August I k , 197i* 

United States Geological Survey 
GeothermaJ. Research Program 

Fiscal Year 1975 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Geological Survey Geothermal Research Program is a multidisci-
plinary effort whose objective is to understand the factors that control 
the nature and distribution of geothermal resources in the United States 
and thus to provide reliable, documented estimates of the magnitude of 
these resoirrces. The program of work for FY-T5 falls into six broad 
categories: 

1. Location oif geothermal target areas and estimation 
of national resoiirces 33^ 

2. Science and technology for determining the energy 
potential of specific geothermal reservoirs , 29^ 

3. Geothermal exploration technology 20^ 

k . Energy potential of deep parts of geothermal reservoirs 3% 

5. Geochemical control of reservoir permeability h% 

6. Environmental impact of geothermal extraction 
(earthquakes, subsidence, groundwater disturbance) 11^ 

100^ 

The Geothermal Research Pr'ogram encompasses a broad spectrtim of geological, 
geochemical, geophysical, and hydrological activities, and accordingly is 
set up not as a line activity but as a program that can draw upon the 
specialized talent of existing organizational units within Geologic Division 
and Water Resources Division. Under the "lead division" concept, the 
program is coordinated by L. J. Patrick Muffler under the direction of 
Richard S. Fiske (Chief, Office of Geochemistry and Geophysics, Geologic 
Division). Donald E. White, as senior U.S.G.S. scientist in geothermal 
research, is advisor to Muffler and Fiske. Geothermal investigations 
carried out in Water Resources Di-vision are coordinated by Lee C. Dutcher, 
seismic investigations by Peter L. Ward, and geothermal investigations in 
Regional Geophysics Branch by Gordon P. Eaton. Approximately 2k% of the 
Geothermal Research Program is designated for research contracts and grants. 
This extrajmxral part of the program is directed by Donald W, KLick, who 
also provides liaison in the Washington D. C. area with other agencies 
having geothermal programs. 



The Geothermal Research Program is organized and managed separately from 
the leasing activities of Conservation Division of the USGS. However, 
many data generated by the Geothermal Research Program bear directly on 
the land classification and lease evaluation activities of Conservation 
Division. Accordingly, the Geothermal Research Program is coordinated with 
the classification and evaluation needs and does provide geothermal data 
to support the lease-related activities of Conservation Division, 

Until 1971, the U.S.G.S. had no specifically funded program of geothermal 
resource studies, although investigations of hot springs and hydrothermal sys
tems had been carried out (primarily by Donald E. White) since 19^5 as 
part of the ongoing Geologic Division program in energy and mineral 
resources. Expansion of the USGS Geothermal Research Program since first 
authorized by Congress in FY-72 is shown below. 

FY-71 $205,000 (part of ongoing "base" program) 

FY-72 $665,000 

FY-73 $2,255,000 

FY-7U $2,975,000 (includes $300,000 from National Science 
Foundation for program acceleration and $120,000 
from Atomic Energy Commission for investigations at 
Raft River, Idaho) 

FY-75 $9,009,000 

This last figure does not include $1,805,000 requested by the U.S.G.S. 
in FY-75 for land classification, lease evalution, and lease supervision. 

REGIONAL GEOTHERMAL EVALUATION 

Five efforts in the Geothermal Research Program are aimed at a synoptic 
overview of geothermal phenomena in the United States, with the goal of 
synthesizing diverse geological, geochemical, geophysical, hydrological, 
and economic data into an understanding of the nature and distribution 
of geothermal resources of various grades. Each of these efforts is 
based in a different subdiscipline and approaches the problem from a 
different perspective. 

1. A regional volcanological study by Robert L. Smith, Herbert R. 
Shaw, and Robert G. Luedke. 

2. A study based on heat flow and other regional geophysics by 
William H. Diment and Thomas C. Urban. 

3. Studies of hot-springs and thermal waters by DonaJLd E. White, 



Analysis of remote sensing and other synoptic geophysical data 
(personnel not certain) 

Collection of geothermal resource data and analysis in terms of 
mineral economics, technological factors, and institutional 
constraints (Office of Resoiurce Analysis; personnel not certain) 

GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS 

Reconnaissance Studies . 

1. Geothermal reconnaissance of Oregon (Norman S, MacLeod) 

2. Geothermal reconnaissance of the northern Great Basin 
(Richard K. Hose) 

3. Geothermal reconnaissance of Alaska (Thomas P. Miller) 

k. Geothermal reconnaissance of the Snake River plain (Paul L. 
Williams) 

5. Geothennal reconnaissance of the young volcanic areas around 
the Colorado Plateau (Peter W. Lipman) 

Studies of Specific Geothermal Areas 

1. Long Valley, California, with emphasis on the post-caldera 
volcanic history (Roy A, Bailey, Robert P. Koeppen, and 
Frederick A. Wilson) 

2. The Clear Lake volcanic.field, California (B, Carter Hearn 
and Julie M. Donnelly) 

3. Pre-Tertiary geology of the Geysers-Clear Lake Area (Robert J. 
McLaughlin) 

k. Geology of the Coso Mountains, California (Wendell A. Duffield; 
cooperative effort with the U.S. Navy) 

5. Studies of the San Francisco volcanic field, Arizona, Areal 
geology and petrology by Edward W. Wolfe, Robert L. Christiansen, 
George E. Ulrich, and Richard B. Moore. Studies of ultramafic 
nodules by E. Dale Jackson and Howard G. Wilshire 

6. Geology of the Weiser area, Idaho (David H. Mclntyre) 

7. Geology of the Raft River area, Idaho (Paul L. Williams, Kenneth L. 
Pierce, David H. Mclntyre; in cooperation with the Atomic Energy 
Commission) 



8. Geology of the Quaternary volcanics of the Yellowstone region 
(Robert L. Christiansen) 

9- (Jeology of Yellowstone thermal areas. Areal studies by L. J. 
' Patrick Muffler, Donald E. White, and Keith E. Bargar. Petrology 

of drill-core by Melvin H. Beeson, Keith E. Bargar, Teriy E. C. 
Keith, and L. J. Patrick Muffler. 

10. Geology of the upper Arkansas River valley (Glenn R. Scott) 

GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Electrical Investigations 

1. Dipole-bipole resistivity smrveys supplemented by Schlumberger 
- soundings (William D. Stanley, Dallsis B. Jackson, and Adel A. R. 

Zohdy). Surveys in many areas, including Yellowstone Park, The 
Geysers, Raft River etc. 

2. Telluric investigations (Don R. Mabey and James E. O'Donnell) 

3. Self-potential surveys and interpretation (Donald B. Hoover and 
David V. Fitterman) 

k. Continuing refinement of techniques for interpreting resistivity 
surveys (Adel A. R. Zohdy) 

Electromagnetic Investigations 

1. Audio-frequency magnetotelluric (AMT) stirveys (Donald B. Hoover) 

2. Magnetotelluric surveys (William D. Stanley and James E. O'Donnell) 

3- Geomagnetic soundings (James N, Towle) 

k. Controlled source eletromagnetic surveys (personnel uncertain) 

5- Theoretical electromagnetic research (Frank C. Frischknecht, 
Raymond D. Watts, and Walter L. Anderson) 

Seismic Investigations 

1. Studies of teleseismic P-delays and attenuation phenomena to 
identify and define magma chambers (H. M. Iyer, A. M. Pitt, 
and Don W. Steeples) ' 

2. Development of a portable network of about 100. seismometers plus 
data processing system for use in teleseismic and attenuation 
studies (Peter L. Ward, John H. Healy, and Herbert Mills) 



3. Analysis and interpretation of seismic noise surveys rtm in FY-7^ 
(H. M. Iyer) 

k. Delineation of the Kilauea, Hawaii magma chamber through use of 
expanded seismograph and levelling nets (Peter L. Ward and Rex V. 
Allen) 

5. Microearthquake monitoring in the Imperial Valley, The Geysers, 
San Francisco Mountains, and Yellowstone Park (H. M. Iyer and 
' A. M. Pitt) 

6. Development bf a new system for deep crustal refraction studies 
(David P. Hill and John H. Healy) 

7. Shallow refraction svirveys (Hans D. Ackermann) 

8. Laboratory measurements of compressional and shear velocities 
in crustal rocks (some partly melted) to 10 kb and 1000°C 
(Louis Peselnick and Roger Stewart) 

Heat Flow Investigations 

Heat flow studies are carried out by a group consisting of Arthur H. 
Lachenbruch, John H. Sass, William H. Diment, Thomas P. Urban, Thomas H. 
Moses, and Robert J, Monroe. Part of the effort is in studies of broad 
regions, in particular the Battle Mountain High in northern Nevada, the 
high lava plateaus of Oregon, and the zone of heat-flow transition at the 
east side of the Sierra Nevada. In addition, detailed studies of conduc
tive and convective heat transport are being carried out at The Geysers 
and at Long Valley, California. 

Gravity and Magnetic Surveys 

Gravity and aeromagnetic surveys are being carried out in numerous areas, 
in part in support of geologic investigations and in part for regional 
tectonic and volcanic analysis. Areas currently being investigated by 
Don R. Mabey, Gordon P. Eaton, Donald L, Peterson, Andrew Griscom, 
Lindreth E. Cordell, William F. Isherwood, Ronald R. Wahl, and Da-vld L. 
Williams include The Geysers and Long Valley in California, the Snake 
River Plain in Idaho, the belt of yoxmg volcanic rocks around the Colorado 
•Plateau, Yellowstone National Park, the San Francisco volcanic field in 
Arizona, and several areas in central Oregon. 

Remote Sensing 

1. Continued development of the thermal inertia model for extrac
ting geothermal signal from thermal noise, with field experiments 
at Raft River, Idaho, and Norris Geyser Basin in Yellowstone Park 
(Kenneth Watson and others) 



2. Study of surface thermal emission and infrared imagery at Long 
Valley, California (Jules D. Friedman) 

3. Continued development of the passive microwave technique, with 
field surveys at Long Valley, California and Raft River, Idaho 
(Anthony W. England) 

Borehole Logging 

Continuing effort by W. Scott Keys and Richard H. Merkel to develop high-
temperataire borehole logging devices and to test them in simulated and 
in field conditions. 

GEOCHEMISTRY 

Geothermal Waters 

1. Sampling of fluids from hot springs and wells followed by chemical 
analysis for major and minor constituents is carried out by 
Ivan Barnes, Robert H. Mariner, John B. Rapp, Theresa S. Presser, 
and others. Major sampling efforts in FY-75 will be in The 
Geysers-Clear Lake area of California, in western Montana, and in 
the belt of volcanic rocks around the Colorado Plateau. 

2. Use of major-element contents and ratios as geothermometers to 
estimate minimum subsurface temperatures (Robert 0. Pournier 
and Alfred H. Truesdell) 

3. Development of methods that \ise the' fractionation of isotopes 
(eg., *So between SO^ and H2O; ̂ ^C between CHtt and CO2) to 
estimate subsurface temperatures (Alfred H. Truesdell and 
William F. McKenzie) 

h. Interpretation of water compositions in terms of reaction with 
associated minerals (Ivan Barnes) 

5. Analysis and interpretation of dilution and dissipation of trace 
elements discharged in geothermal waters (Everett A. Jenne) 

Experimental Mineralogy and Petrology 

1. Laboratory experiments on the hydration status of aqueous 
silica species and the system NaCl-KCl-CaCl2-H20 with and 
without quartz (Robert 0. Fournier, Randall S. Babcock, and 
J. M, Thompson) 

2. Laboratory studies on aqueous silica species and on ferrous 
and calcium silicate complexes in solution (John L. Haas) 



3 Theoretical and laboratory studies of the kinetics of igneous pro
cesses (Lawrence M. Cathles) 

Thermodynamic properties 

1. Laboratory determination of the pressure-volume-temperature 
relations of geothermal brines (Robert W. Potter) 

2. - Calorimetric studies to determine the thermodynamic properties 
of phases relevant to the possible plugging of geothermal 
reservoirs (Richard A, Robie and Bruce S. Hemmingway) 

3. Evaluation and correlation of thermodynamic data (James R. Fisher) 

U, Collection and evaliiation of thermodynamic data for aqueous 
species (Charles L. Christ) 

Isotope Studies 

1. Potasslum-argon dating of igneous rocks from geothermal areas 
(G. Brent Dalrymple, Marvin A. Lanphere, Edwin H. McKee, and 
Harald H. Mehnert) 

2. Studies of stable isotopes (O, C, H) in geothermal waters and 
minerals (James R. O'Neil) 

3. Studies of stable isotopes in Yellowstone Park, with' emphasis 
on '̂ts relationships (Robert 0. Rye) 

HYDROLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS 

Reconnaissance Studies of Hot-Water Systems 

1. Hydrologic reconnaissance of selected geothermal systems in 
northern Nevada, including Double, Fly Ranch, Gerlach, Brady's, 
Leach, Buffalo Valley, and Siilphur Hot Springs (Franklin H, 
Olmsted and F. Eugene Rush) 

2. Hydrologic reconnaissance of selected geothermal systems in 
southern Oregon (Edward A, Sammel). Initial emphasis is being 
placed on the Klamath Falls and Newberry areas. 

3. Tentative plans for geothermal reconnaissance in Utah, Hawaii, 
Montana, and Colorado. 

Detailed Studies of Hot-Water Systems 

1. Detailed study of the'hydrology of Long Valley, California 
(Robert E. Levis) 
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2. Detailed study of the hydrology of the Jemez,Mountains, New 
Mexico (Frank W. Trainer), in part in cooperation with Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratories. 

3. Collection and collation of hydrologic data from the Imperial 
Valley, California (William F. Hardt) 

k. Collection of hydrologic data from shallow auger holes and 
intermediate-depth test wells in Raft River area, Idaho (E. G. 
Crosthwaite) 

Hydrologic Support 

1. Rotary drilling (using USBR eqioipment) to depths of 300. to 
1500 feet, in support of hydrologic studies listed above,. 

2. Auger and rotary drilling to depths of 10 to 150 feet, in 
support of hydrologic studies listed above. 

3. Development and testing of packer and tracer systems for use 
in determining hydrologic properties in hot drillholes (Eugene 
Shuter) 

k. Determination of hydrologic properties of core at the drill site 
using a truck-mounted laboratory (Francis S. Riley) 

5- . Borehole logging of holes drilled for hydrologic purposes (W. 
Scott Keys and Richard H. Merkel) 

Modelling and Physics of Hydrothermal Systems 

1. Development of a two-phase mathematical model to simulate the 
production history of a hot-water geothermal system (James W. 
Mercer) 

2. Application of mathematical models to the Imperial Valley geother
mal system (Raymond E. Miller) 

3. Adaptation of a model developed by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
to geothermal systems and use of the model in interpreting the 
hydrologic and thermal data from Long Valley and one or more 
Nevada areas (Michael L. Sorey) 

k. Laboratory experiments and theoretical studies of how high 
temperature gradients effect multi-phase flow of fluids (Akio 
Ogata) 

5. Experimental investigations of the feasibility of increasing 
productivity of hydrothermal systems by inducing hydraulic 
fractures in poorly permeable rock (John D. Bredehoeft) 



6. Analysis of production behavior of hot-water and dry-steam geo
thermal wells (Manuel Nathenson) 

Geopressvired Reservoirs 

1. Continuing mapping of selected parameters (extent of geopressured 
sands; water salinity; temperature; location of faults and folds) 
using data from deep oil wells in the Gulf Coast of Texas and 
Louisiana (Paul H. Jones, Raymond H. Wallace, John B. Wesselman) 

2. Analysis of whether high rates of fluid production from geo
pressured aquifers can be maintained for periods of 20 years 
(S. S. Papadopulos) 

3. Analysis of the economic feasibility of recovering kinetic, 
thermal, and combustion energy from Gulf Coast geopressured 
reservoirs (Thomas Maddock, III) 

h. Investigations of-the geochemistry of geopressured fluids and 
the changes in fluid composition, dissolved methane content, 

• and clay mineralogy, that may occur under high production rates 
(staffing iincertain) 

5. Development of a quantitative model of representative geopres
sured aquifer, including analysis of pressure changes and land 
subsidence that might result from large-scale production (staffing 
uncertain) 

Hot-Dry Rock 

1. Investigation of the feasibility of economic extraction of heat 
from multiple hydraulic fractures in slanted drill holes. 
Initial effort is being devoted to a) fracture geometry, dimen
sions, shape and width as a function of stresses and injection 
medium (David D. Pollard), and b) analysis of flow paths between 
holes intersecting fractures (Manual Nathenson) 

2. Experimental investigations of the change in permeability as water 
is flushed through hot granite (James D, Byerlee) 

Subsidence 

Ben E. Lpfgren is continuing cooperation with various Federal, State and 
local agencies as well as private industry to monitor ground movements 
in the Intperial Valley, in order to detect any possible subsidence due 
to geothermal development. A similar net with both horizontal and vertical 
control is monitored at The Geysers, California. Evaluation of monitoring 
needs is being undertaken for Raft River and Bruneau-Grandview, Idaho, 
Long Valley, California, and the Gulf Coast, leading to new monitoring nets 
in selected parts of these areas. 
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GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 

The grants and contracts part of the USGS Geothermal Research Prograjn is 
designated to supplement the In-house research effort, and accordingly will 
be closely coordinated with the research carried out by USGS personnel. 
Proposals will be evaluated on the basis of technical content, relevance 
to geothermal resource evaluation, and compatibility with the USGS in-house 
geothermal program. In addition, the USGS geothermal grants and contracts 
effort will be coordinated with the parallel geothermal resource program 
of the National Science Poiondation. Responsibility for the USGS geothermal 
grants and contracts lies with Donald W, Klick. 



PERSONNEL 
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Name 

Hans D, Ackermann 

Rex V. Allen 

Walter L. Anderson 

Randall S. Babcock 

Roy A. Bailey 

Keith E. Bargar 

Ivan Barnes 

Melvin H. Beeson 

John D. Bredehoeft 

James D. Byerlee 

Lawrence M. Cathles 

Charles L. Christ 

Robert L. Christiansen 

E. 6. Crosthwaite 

Lindreth E. Cordell 

G. Brent Dalrymple 

William H. Diment 

Julie M. Donnelly 

Wendell A. Duffield 

Lee C. Dutcher 

Gordon P. Eaton 

Anthony W. England 

James R. Fisher 

Organizational Unit 

Regional Geophysics Branch 

Earthquake Tectonics Branch 
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INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Geological Survey Geothermal Research Program is a multidisci-
plinary effort whose objective is to understand the factors that control 
the nature and distribution of geothermal resources in the United States 
and thus to provide reliable, documented estimates of the magnitude of 
these resources as an aid in the development of a national energy policy. 
The program of work for FY-76 falls into five broad categories: 

1. National geothermal resource assessment 32% 

2. Exploration technology 21% 

3. Energy potential of geothermal reservoirs 31% 

4. Environmental impact 12% 
(earthquakes, subsidence, groundwater disturbance) 

5. Geochemical control of reservoir permeability 4% 

100% 

The Geothermal Research Program encompasses a broad spectrum of geological 
geochemical, geophysical, and hydrological activities, and accordingly 
is set up not as a line activity but as a program that can draw upon the 
specialized talent of existing units within Geologic Division and Water 
Resources Division. Under the "lead division" concept, the program is 
coordinated by L. J. Patrick Muffler under the direction of Richard S. 
Fiske (Chief, Office of Geochemistry and Geophysics, Geologic Division). 
Donald E. White, as senior U.S.G.S. scientist in geothermal research, is 
advisor to Muffler and Fiske. Geothermal investigations carried out in 
Water Resources Division are coordinated by Frank W. Trainer. Approxi
mately 20% of the Geothermal Research Program is designated for research 
contracts and grants. This extramural part of the program is directed 
by Donald W. Klick, who also provides liaison in the Washington D. C. 
area with other agencies having geothermal programs. 

The Geothermal Research Program is organized and managed separately from 
the leasing activities of Conservation Division of the USGS. However, 
many data generated by the Geothermal Research Program bear directly on 
the land classification and lease evaluation activities of Conservation 
Division. Accordingly, the Geothermal Research Program is coordinated 
with the classification and evaluation needs and provides geothermal 
data to support the lease-related activities of Conservation Division. 

Until 1971, the U.S.G.S. had no specifically funded program of geothermal 
resource studies, although investigations of hot springs and hydrothermal 



systems had been carried out (primarily by Donald E. White) since 1945 
as part of the ongoing Geologic Division program in energy and mineral 
resources. Expansion of the U.S.G.S. Geothermal Research Program since 
first authorized by Congress in FY-72 is shown below. 

FY-71 $205,000 (part of ongoing "base" program) 

FY-72 $665,000 

FY-73 $2,255,000 

FY-74 $2,975,000 (includes $300,000 from National Science Founda
tion for program acceleration.and $120,000 from Atomic 
Energy Commission for investigations at Raft River, Idaho) 

FY-75 $9,309,000 (includes $343,000 from Energy Research and 
Development Administration for 1975 geothermal resource 
estimation) 

FY-76 $9,114,000 

This last figure does not include $1,987,000 requested by the U.S.G.S. 
in FY-76 for land classification, lease evaluation, and lease supervision. 
Of this $1,987,000 approximately $320,000 is used for geophysical surveys 
conducted on Federal land prior to competitive lease sales. 

REGIONAL GEOTHERMAL EVALUATION 

Four efforts in the Geothermal Research Program are aimed at a synoptic 
overview of geothermal phenomena in the United States, with the goal of 
synthesizing diverse geological, geochemical, geophysical, hydrological, 
and economic data into an understanding of the nature and distribution 
of geothermal resources of various grades. Each of these efforts is 
based in a different subdiscipline and approaches the problem from a 
different perspective. 

1. A regional volcanological study by Robert L. Smith, Herbert R. 
Shaw, and Robert G, Luedke. 

2. Studies of hot-springs and thermal waters by Donald E. White. 

3. Collection of geothermal resource data (James A. Calkins and 
JoAnn Cobb). 

4. Analysis of geothermal resource data in "terms of producibility, 
mineral economics, technological factors, and institutional 
constraints (Donald E. White, Manuel Nathenson, L. J. Patrick 
Muffler, and John C. Lucking). 



GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS 

Reconnaissance Studies 

1. Geothermal reconnaissance of Oregon (Norman S. MacLeod). 

2. Geothermal reconnaissance of Alaska (Thomas P. Miller). 

3. Geothermal reconnaissance of the Snake River Plain (Steven S. 
Oriel, Harold J. Prostka, Mel A. Kuntz, Kenneth L. Pierce, and 
Harry R. Covington). 

4. Statistical characterization of geothermal areas in the Basin 
and Range province (David L. Williams). 

5. Continued mapping of selected parameters (extent of geopressured 
sands; water salinity; temperature; location of faults) using 
data from deep oil wells in the Gulf Coast (Raymond H. Wallace, 
John B. Wesselman, and Richard Taylor). 

Studies of Specific Geothermal Areas 

1. Long Valley, California, with emphasis on the post-caldera vol
canic history (Roy A. Bailey, Robert P. Koeppen, and Frederick 
A. Wilson). 

2. The Clear Lake volcanic field, California (B. Carter Hearn and 
Julie M. Donnelly). 

3. Pre-Tertiary geology of The Geysers/Clear Lake Area (Robert J. 
McLaughlin). 

4. Geology of the Coso Mountains, California (Wendell A. Duffield 
and Charles R, Bacon; cooperative effort with the U.S. Navy 
and the Energy Research and Development Administration). 

5. Studies of the San Francisco volcanic field, Arizona. Areal 
geology and petrology by Edward W. Wolfe,George E. Ulrich, 
Richard B. Moore and Richard F. Holm. 

6. Geology of the Raft River are, Idaho (Paul L. Williams, Kenneth 
L. Pierce, Steven S. Oriel, and Harry R. Covington; in coopera
tion with the Energy Research and Development Administration. 

7. Geology of the Quaternary volcanics of the Yellowstone region 
(Robert L. Christiansen) 

8. Geology of Yellowstone thermal areas. Areal studies by L. J. 
Patrick Muffler, Donald E. White, and Keith E. Bargar. Petro-
ology of drill core by Melvin H. Beeson, Keith E. Bargar,. Terry 
E.C. Keith, and L. J. Patrick Muffler. 



Studies of Specific Geothennal Areas continued: 

9. Geology of the thermal areas in and around Lassen National Park 
. (Penelope A. Bowen) 

10, Geology of Mt. Shasta (Robert L. Christiansen) 

GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Electrical and Electromagnetic 

1, Refinement of DC resistivity methods (Dallas B. Jackson and 
A. A. R. Zohdy). 

2, Development of transient electromagnetic sounding methods 
(William D. Stanley, James N. Towle, and Dallas B. Jackson). 

3. Telluric surveys (James E. O'Donnell). 

4. Development of magnetotelluric sounding methods for the deter
mination of regional geothermal potential (William D. Stanley). 

5, Determination of upper crustal and mantle conductivity using 
magnetic variometer arrays (James N. Towle and David V. Fitterman). 

6, Development of self-potential techniques for geothermal explora
tion (Donald B. Hoover). 

7. Development of tensor audio-frequency magnetotelluric techniques 
for geothermal exploration (Donald B. Hoover). 

8. Development of techniques and computer programs for electromag
netic modeling and the inversion of electromagnetic data (Walter 
L. Anderson). 

Seismic Investigations 

1. Studies of teleseismic P-delays and attenuation phenomena to 
identify and define magma chambers at Yellowstone Park, The 
Geysers, Coso Mountains, San Francisco Mtn. (Arizona), and Mt. 
Drum (Alaska). (H. M. Iyer and A. M. Pitt). 

2. Development of a portable network of about 100 seismometers 
(CENTIPEDE array) plus data processing system for use in tele
seismic and attenuation studies (Paul Reasonberg, Anthony Marshall, 
and Peter Stevenson). 

3. Delineation of the Kilauea, Hawaii magma chamber through use of 
expanded seismograph and tiltmeter nets (Fred W. Klein and Rex 
V, Allen). 



Seismic Investigations continued: 

4. Microearthquake monitoring in the Imperial Valley, The Geysers, 
and Yellowstone Park (A. M. Pitt and Gary S. Fuis). 

5. Development of a new system for deep crustal refraction studies 
(David P. Hill, John H. Healy, David H. Warren, Jay Dratler, 
and Robert M. Hazelwood). 

6. Shallow refraction surveys (Hans D. Ackermann). 

7. Laboratory measurements of compressional and shear velocities 
in crustal rocks (some partly melted) to 10 kb and 1000°C (Louis 
Peselnick and Roger Stewart). 

Heat Flow Investigations 

Heat flow studies are carried out by a group consisting of Arthur H. 
Lachenbruch, John H. Sass, William H. Diment, Thomas P. Urban, Thomas H. 
Moses, and Robert J. Monroe. Part of the effort is in studies of broad 
regions, in particular the Battle Mountain High in northern Nevada, the 
high lava plateaus of Oregon, and the zone of heat-flow transition at 
the east side of the Sierra Nevada. The remaining effort consists of 
detailed studies of conductive and convective heat transport are being 
carried out at The Geysers and at Long Valley, California. In addition, 
the Pallman (chemical) method of determining mean annual ground tempera
tures is being evaluated by Irving Friedman. 

Gravity and Magnetic Surveys 

1. An investigation of the system of young volcanic centers along 
the east side of the Sierra Nevada (D. L. Williams, W. F. 
Isherwood, M. F. Kane). 

2. Structural setting of the Snake River Plain including detailed 
studies of subsurface structure of the Raft River Area (D. R, 
Mabey, T. G. Heldenbrand). 

3. Regional structure of the Colorado Plateau margin and its 
associated young volcanics, in particular San Francisco 
Mountains (R. R. Wahl, G. P. Eaton). 

4. Development of analytical methods for application in geothermal 
areas (Bimal K. Bhattacharyya, T. G. Hildenbrand). 

5. A group of less comprehensive investigations being carried 
out in Oregon, Alaska, Calif., New Mexico and Yellowstone 

. National Park (L. E. Cordell, W. F. Isherwood and A. Griscom). 



Remote Sensing 

1. Continued development, of the thermal inertia model for extrac
ting geothermal signal from thermal noise, with field experi
ments at Raft River, Idaho, and Norris Geyser Basin in Yellow
stone Park (Kenneth Watson and others). 

2. Study of surface thermal emission and infrared imagery at Long 
Valley, California (Jules D. Friedman). 

3. Continued development of the passive microwave technique (Anthony 
W. England). 

Borehole Logging 

Continued effort by W. Scott Keys and others to develop high-temperature 
borehole logging devices and to test them in simulated and in field condi
tions. 

Miscellaneous 

1, Various gravity, magnetic, electrical and electromagnetic surveys 
in Known (aeothermal Resource Areas (KGRA's) to provide data for 
pre-sale evaluation of Federal lands leased competitively for 
geothermal resource development (Don R. Mabey, Carol W. Wilson, 
Lindreth E. Cordell, Donald B. Hoover, D. B. Jackson, H. E. 
Kaufman, James E. O'Donnell, Donald L. Peterson, William F. 
Isherwood, and Joseph Rosenbaum). 

2, Determination of physical properties of rocks under geothermal 
conditions (Gary R. Olhoeft). 

3, Tiltmeter studies for the detection of subsurface magma bodies 
at Yellowstone (M. Darroll Wood) and Kilauea (Arnold Okamura). 

GEOCHEMISTRY 

Geothermal Waters 

Sampling of fluids from hot springs and wells followed by chemi
cal analysis for major and minor constituents is carried out by 
Robert H. Mariner, John B. Rapp, Theresa S. Presser, J. M. 
Thompson and others. 

Use of major-element contents and rations as geothermometers to 
estimate minimum subsurface temperatures (Robert 0. Fournier 
and Alfred H. Truesdell). 

Development of methods that use the fractionation of isotopes 
(eg., ^^0 between SOit and HpO; ^^c between CH, and CO2) to esti
mate subsurface temperatures (Alfred H. Truesdell and William 
F. McKenzie). 



Geothermal Waters continued: 

4. Interpretation of water compositions in terms of reaction with 
associated minerals (Ivan Barnes). 

5. Analysis and interpretation of dilution and dissipation of trace 
elements discharged in geothermal waters (Everett A. Jenne and 
Robert C. Stauffer). 

6. Investigations of the geochemistry and membrane-filtration proper
ties of the Gulf Coast geopressured systems (Yousif K. Kharaka). 

Experimental Mineralogy and Petrology 

1. Laboratory experiments on the hydration status of aqueous silica 
species and the system NaCl-KCL-CaCl2-H20 with and without quartz 
(Robert 0. Fournier, Randall S. Babcock, and J. M. Thompson). 

2. Laboratory studies on aqueous silica species and on ferrous and 
calcium silicate complexes in solution (John L. Haas). 

Thermodynamic properties 

1. Laboratory determination of the pressure-volume-temperature re
lations of geothermal brines (Robert W. Potter). 

2. Calorimetric studies to determine the thermodynamic properties 
of phases relevant to the possible plugging of geothermal re
servoirs (Richard A. Robie and Bruce S. Hemmingway). 

3. Evaluation and correlation of thermodynamic data (James R; Fisher), 

4. Collection and evaluation of thermodynamic data for aqueous 
species (R. M. Siebert and Charles L. Christ). 

5. Evaluation of heats of fusion of common normative minerals 
(Stephen D. Ludington). 

Isotope Studies 

1. Potassium-argon dating of igneous rocks from geothermal areas 
(G. Brent Dalrymple, Marvin A. Lanphere, and Edwin H. McKee). 

2. '̂•C dating of carbon layers in young volcanic sequence (Meyer 
Rubin). 

3. Application of thermoluminescence to dating of volcanic rocks 
from Long Valley, California (Rodd May). 

4.. Studies of stable isotopes (0, C, H) in geothermal waters and 
minerals (James R. O'Neil). 



Isotope Studies continued: 

5. Studies of stable isotopes in Yellowstone Park, with emphasis 
on 3'+s relationships (Robert 0. Rye). 

HYDROLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS 

Reconnaissance Studies of Hot-Water Systems 

1. Northern Nevada, including Double, Fly Ranch, Gerlach, Brady's 
Leach, Buffalo Valley, and Sulphur Hot Springs (Franklin H. 
Olmsted). 

2. Southern Oregon (Edward A. Sammel). Initial emphasis is being 
placed on the Klamath Falls and Newberry areas. 

3. Western Utah (F. Eugene Rush). 

4. Western Montana (Robert B. Leonard). 

5. Appalachian mountains (W.A. Hobba and J. C. Chemerys). 

Detailed Studies of Hot-Water Systems 

1. Collection and collation of hydrologic data from the Imperial 
Valley, California (William F. Hardt). 

2. Collection of hydrologic data from shallow auger holes and inter
mediate-depth test wells in Raft River area, Idaho (E. G. 
Crosthwaite). 

3. Hydrology of the Coso Mountains, Ca. (W. R. Moyle). 

4. Completion of a study of the discharge hydrology of the Jemez 
Mountains, New Mexico (Frank W. Trainer). 

5. Long Valley, (Michael L. Sorey and Franklin H. Olmsted). 

Hydrologic Support 

1. Auger and rotary drilling to depths of 1500 feet, in support of 
hydrologic studies listed above (Glen Blevins). 

2. Development and testing of packer and tracer systems for use in 
determining hydrologic properties in hot drillholes (Eugene. 
Shuter). 

3. Determination of hydrologic properties of core at the drill site 
using a truck-mounted laboratory (Francis S. Riley). 

4. Borehole logging of holes drilled for hydrologic purposes. 



Modelling and Physics of Geothermal Systems 

1. Development of a multi-phase finite-element models to simulate 
the production history of hot-water geothermal systems (James 
W. Mercer and Charles R. Faust). 

2. Development of multi-phase finite difference models of geothermal 
systems (Allen F. Moench). 

3. Adaptation of a single-phase finite difference model developed 
by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory to geothermal systems and use 
of the model in interpreting the hydrologic and thermal data 
from Long Valley and various areas in Nevada (Michael L. Sorey). 

4. Laboratory experiments and theoretical studies of how high temper
ature gradients effect multi-phase flow of fluids (Akio Ogata and 
William Herkelrath). 

5. Application of mathematical models to the Imperial Valley, geother
mal system (Raymond E. Miller). 

6. Application of mathematical models to the Raft River geothermal 
system (W. D. Nichols). 

7. Development of multi-dimensional finite difference models to 
simulate flow from the Gulf Coast geopressured reservoirs (Peter 
C. Trescott and Edward Callender). 

8. Analysis of production behavior to hot-water and dry-steam geo
thermal wells (Manuel Nathenson). 

Hot-Dry Rock 

1. Investigation of the feasibility of economic extraction of heat 
from multiple hydraulic fractures in slanted drill holes. Initial 
effort is being devoted to fracture geometry, dimensions, shape 
and width as a function of stresses and injection medium (David 
D. Pollard and Chi Yu King). 

2. Laboratory studies of hydrofracture as a function of confining 
pressure, differential stress, and fluid injection rate (James 
D. Byerlee). 

3. Experimental investigations of the change in permeability as 
water is flushed through hot granite (James D. Byerlee). 

Subsidence 

Ben E. Lofgren is continuing cooperation with various Federal, State and 
local agencies as well as private industry to monitor ground movements in 
the Imperial Valley, in order to detect any possible subsidence due to 
geothermal development. A similar net with both horizontal and vertical 



control is monitored at The Geysers, California. New-monitoring nets 
and horizontal control nets are monitored at the Raft River, Idaho and 
the Coso Mountains, California. Evaluation of monitoring needs in the 
Gulf Coast is being undertaken. 

GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 

The extramural portion of the U.S.G.S. Geothermal Research Program is 
designed to support and to supplement the in-house research effort and 
accordingly close liaison is established with the research carried out 
by U.S.G.S. personnel. In. addition, the U.S.G.S. grants and contracts 
are closely coordinated with the appropriate elements!! of the Division of 
Geothermal Energy of the Energy Research and Development Administration 
as lead agency for Federal geothermal programs. Unsolicited proposals 
can be siJbmitted at any time and if of utmost priority, they can be 
funded on an individual basis throughout the fiscal year. Most pro
posals, however, should be submitted In response to a; public announce
ment issued in early Fall with a closing date for receipt of proposals 
sometime in mid-Deeember. The proposals are evaluated as a group pn the 
basis of 1) scientific quality of the work proposed, 2) capabilities of 
the principal investigator and his research team, 3) reasonableness of 
the resources budgeted for the proposed work, and 4) relevance to the 
U.S.G.S. in-house geothermal program. The grants and contracts imple
mented in FY-75 fall Into three general categories. ^Slightly more than 
half are in exploration teGhhplogy, about a third in regional assess
ment, and the remainder in resource characterization. They are: 

Grantee/Contractor Title 

University of Arizona 
(Paul Damon) 

Batelle Pacific 
Northwest Laboratories 
(William McSpadden) 

Brown Uniyerslty 
(Joseph Kestin) 

University of California 
at Berkeley 
(H.- Frank Morrison) 

University of California 
at Berkeley 
(H. Frank Morrison and 
John Clarke) 

Geochronology of the San Francisco 
Volcanic Field 

Research to Examine the Cause of the 
Geothermal Anomaly In. the Deep Well at 
Harysville, Montana 

Thermophysical Properties of Water 
Substance, and of Aqueous Solutions 

Delineation of Geothermally Active 
Regions in Southern Idaho with Gravity 
and Magnetic Data 

Improved Low Frequency Electromagnetic 
Prospecting System for Geothermal Explor
ation Utilizing a DC Squid Magnetometer 

University of California 
at Riverside 
(W. A. Elders and P. R. L. Browne) 

Comprehensive Laboratory Study of Samples 
from Natural Hydrothermal Systems 

10 



Grantee/Contractor Title 

California State 
University 
(Roswitha B. Grannell) 

Detailed Gravity Surveys of the Brady's 
Hot Springs - Soda Lake and the Buffalo-
Jersey-Lower Reese River Valley Areas, 
Nevada 

Colorado Geological 
Survey 
(Richard H. Pearl) 

Colorado State Division 
of Water Resources 
(John Romero) 

ENSCO, Inc. 
(Edward A. Page) 

ENSCO, Inc. 
(Walter Hernandez) 

University of Florida 
(Douglas L. Smith) 

Florida State University 
(J. K. Osmond and J. B. Cowart) 

Montana State University 
(Robert A. Chadwick) 

University of New Mexico 
(Gary P. Landis) 

Occidental College 
(Spencer H. Wood) 

Geochemical and Hydrological Parameters 
of Geothermal Systems in Colorado 

Relationship between Geothermal Resources 
and Ground Water in Colorado 

Improved Techniques for the Detection of 
Geothermal Sources from Seismic Activity 

New Signal Processing Methods for 
Magnetotellurics 

Heat Flow and Radioactive Heat Generation 
Studies in Southeastern United States 

Radioactivity Series Isotopic Disequi
librium in Geothermal Waters 

Geothermal Reconnaissance of Southwestern 
Montana 

Evaluation of Geothermal Potential of the 
Basin and Range Province of New Mexico 

Eruptive Chronology of Holocene Volcanoes, 
Long Valley-Mono Basin Geothermal Areas, 
Eastern California 

Oregon State Department 
of Geology and Mineral 
Industries 
(Donald A. Hull) 

University of Oregon and 
Oregon State University 
(Richard Couch and 
Howard Baker) 

University of Oregon and 
Oregon State University 
(Richard Couch and 
Howard Baker) 

Heat Flow Study of the Brothers Fault 
Zone, Oregon 

Geophysical Investigations of the 
Vale-Owyhee Geothermal Region, Malheur 
County, Oregon 

Geophysical Investigations of the 
Cascade Range in Central Oregon 
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Grantee/Contractor Title 

Oregon State University 
(Richard Couch) 

Stanford University 
(David M. Boore) 

Analysis of Geophysical Data Pertaining 
to the Vale K.G.R.A. 

Evaluation of Intermediate Period Seismic 
Waves as an Exploration Tool for Geothermal 
Areas 

Stanford University 
(Robert L. Kovach and 
Amos M. Nur) 

University of Texas 
at Dallas 
(Mark Landisman) 

University of Texas 
at Dallas 
(Mark Landisman) 

University of Utah 
(Stanley H. Ward) 

Seismic Reflection Investigations in the 
Beowawe, Nevada Geothermal Area 

Geomagnetic Variometer Arrays as an 
Exploration Technique for Conductive 
Geothermal Sites 

Evaluation of Broad Band Multi-Separation 
Crossed Dipole Electrical Technique for 
Geothermal Exploration 

Geophysics Applied to Detection, 
Delineation and Evaluation of Geothermal 
Resources 
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6 . 

such funds. ^^^^S' rather, they must supplement . 

will contribute to solving, and the anticipated contribution 
of the project to that solution. 

(2) It is (is not) categorized as a "small business" 
enterprise, 

c. Work proposed will be performed at the contractor's place 
of business located at 

* Indicate basis, whether actual competitive price quotations, 
catalog prices, or other, 
** Indicate method of selection, competitive or selected source. 
*** Note: This information is also required on the budget sheet 
shown in Appendix B. 



(.1) state whether the proposal has been submitted to any 
other prospective sponsor(s), including other Federal 
agencies. If so, indicate to whom, when, and where, 
cind the "proposed total cost of such other submission (s) . 

C2) State whether any portion of the work outlined in the 
proposal is presently being supported by any other 
sponsor(s) or by the proposer, 

(3) State whether any prior work related to the present 
proposal was sponsored and, if so, indicate the 
information as in (1) above. 

Cost Estimate 

An estimate of the cost of all the proposed work or total program, as 
appropriate, with breakdowns by task and by Government fiscal year, 
should be submitted. A sample format which is adequate for DOE's needs 
is set forth in Appendix B. 
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Appendix B 

From (beginning data) lo (ending date) 
REIMBURSABLE OR COST SHARING 
PORTION 

Tha baglnning and ending dates lor 
the period covered by the budget 
should ba Included. II commilments 
lor personnel, supplies or equipment 
have to be made prior to the begin
ning date, a statement to this ellect 
should be included in the proposal. 

Sample Budget 

....y.-.v/.y.•«>..>.;,». 

M 
Solsries ol scientitic psrscn-
nel should be identilied by 
the individual's name and 
title, social security number, 
and monthly academic rate 
o( pay. 

Fraction ol time or 
eflort personnel will 
devote to the project 
should be shown. 

List each piece ol scientilic 
or technical equipment lo 
be purchased or labricated. 
Where Ihis is not practical, 
equipment may be groupev) 

. in general categories. Any 
general purpose equipment 
must be listed individually. 

The need lor individual 
pieces o l equipment should 
be explained in the portion 
o( the proposal describing 
the work to be undertaken. 

Purpose of tha 
travel should be 
explained in the 
proposal. 

The budget may include 
costs ol publishing in rec
ognized scientiTic journals 
including the cost of a rea
sonable supply of reprints. 

Indicate percent 
and expenditures 
to which appl ied— 
also indicate name 
of cognizant audit 
and negotiation 
agencies. 

Under special research support 
agreements, the institution will be 
required to furnish an annual 
alter-lhe-{act certified statement 
showing the actual total cost 
during the prior agr«;ement year. 

Institution's contributions may be 
made by contributing particular items 
without cost to theEROAor by agree-
!rtg to pay a specified percent of the 
total cost of the project 

r. Sahineiand V/a9e|f'-'7iy'...«"-•. . . . . . . ^• v.». 
ScietnHlc bisdplihe^Personnel.."• . - X X 

Principal lnvest}^W»ir;.R. Roe -̂.AssboT;-.. 

f t t l m a t e d Requ t r tman t i f 

F i f ih Year S«x>nd Year , 

S X X X X $ XXXX 

II ihe budget in
cludes estimates 
ol total coats to 
complete the 
proiect. indicate 
the amounts re
quired each year. 

@ $XXXX perrtwmir.VW... \v. ' t^vCV-= XX)^X> . XXXX 

• '^•*"" ' per'caTWrxJar Vesf—SOX of i i m ^ A - - X ' A : - ^ - - ' A ' ' ' ' : :-̂ ''.>.: • per calendar Yesf -50X of timft-."' " ' I r Vy..:^: " :. 

AX':'-':.fo*x? '"^y^'^^i^^^s^^^-^yyi^^X' f'-" XXXX 
XXXX 

• 'XxXAx'>^-X 
XXXX: $ XXXX--

...',v .4. Other .Direct .GcistSTĵ v.:;';̂ ;:;-̂ ;̂ ^̂  ' ^ y i_i i ;>.: $ . XXX 
XXS-- -.?'JPP'.'?* *?«?.Mi&i1ali tiixfiWt^;"/. } X ^ ' X'. :" 

: xxXr 
xxx 
X X X 

Some organiza
tions include Ihesi 
and other general 
purpose ilems of 
expense in their 
indirect costs. In 
such cases, the 
ilems should not 
be duolicated by 
listing the items a 
a direct cost. 

•.^yr-..'.-:. fwacninesopp»ri'»c8s ?.>i%^. jVv. ' . . i ;. A A A ; 

'<^:/.XX\tiAtyi?^^iiX^^ '••'' 

XXX . 
XXX ;:4 
XXX ::/ 
XXX -

'•m^:X^XS^y^^hA:XAXM^^-'^^^^^^x'A-^-yK A 

If Ihe cost ol the 
later stages of Ihi 
project cannot b< 
accurately esti
mated, only the 
cosis ol the first 
year need be 
included in the 
budget. 

ITEMS EXCLUDED FROM COST SHARING TO BE CONTRIBUTED 
BY THE CONTRACTOR 
(Dollar amounts are not required if the ilem(s) to be contributed 
can be described using quantitative terms such as hours, pounds, etc.) 

CONTRACTOR CONTRIBUTION OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 

Principal investigator, R. Roe 
50% of time for 9 month academic year. 
(Oo not show dollar amounts under this category. When all or a part 
of the principal investigator's time is shown in this section, overhead 
and salary related costs for that portion of time may not be included 
in Reimbursable or Cost Sharing Portion above.) 

NOTE: ERDA i s now DOE, 
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MINE-MILL EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE 

High-temperature heat pumps for industry 
RON FERRIS 

Product Specialist 
Westinghouse Canada Limited 

Oakville, Ontario 

ABSTRACT 
The Westinghouse Templifier^^, using 
heat pump principles, recovers low-
grade waste heat in the 60"F to 160''F 
temperature range and amplifies it to 
usable levels of up to 220°F. Coeffi
cients of performance (C.P.O.) normal
ly encountered are from 3.0 to 6.0, with 
capacities from 200,000 to 10 million 
Btu/hr. 

Introduction 
Heat pumping is not a new technology; 
however, it is only in the past few years 
that the cost effectiveness of electrically 
driven heat pumps is becoming more evi
dent. Rapidly escalating prices and 
dwindling supplies of fossil fuels have 
re-directed attention to heat pumps as an 
alternative method of heat transfer. 

The acceptance and reliability of 
residential and commercial air-to-air 
heat pumps for space heating has grown 
considerably, because technological ad
vancements have occurred to eliminate 
the technical problems which have im
peded the performance of such pumps, 
especially for low-ambient operation. 

Industrial uses for water-to-water heat 
pumps present many potential applica
tions for process heat requirements in 
addition to space heating. They have in 
the past been uneconomical due to the 
relatively low cost of other fuels com
pared to electricity. 

The technology and equipment for 
higher-temperature (140 to 220° F) heat 
pumps is already in existence and is be
ing demonstrated in many parts of 
North America. Since 1975. low-
temperature waste heat sources, such as 
cooling tower systems, have been used in 
conjunction with heat pumps for hot 
water production and space heating. 
These same concepts can be applied to 
lower-temperature sources to amplify 
the temperature to a usable level or in-

Keywords: Equipment, Maintenance, Heat 
pumps, Templifier, Heating, Energy conser
vation. 
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FIGURE 1. Tempuner schematic diagram: 95°F heat soarce tempcratare; IfWF hot 
water delivercil. 

crease the amount of energy that can be 
usefully extracted from a limited 
resource. 

The Industrial 
Templifier™ 
Recent developments by Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation in the area of high-
temperature heat pumps offer viable 
alternatives to the use of fossil fuels by 
providing economical heat recovery and 
amplification from low-grade waste ef
fluents in the 60° to 120''F range. 

The Templifiei-TM (short for 
temperature-amplifier) utilizes a non
reversible heat pump principle and 
works at higher temperature levels, in
corporating larger compressors and dif
ferent refrigerants than are currently us
ed in residential/commercial air-to-air 
heat pumps. 

Available rijfrigerants for use in the 
Templifier limit the maximum delivery 
temperature to about 230°F. 

Cycles and Efficiencies 
By recovering energy in the available 
resource and amplifying the temperature 
by means of the compression cycle. 

useful heat can be delivered into a pro
cess fiuid. 

For example, a Templifier extracts 
three units of heat from a waste heat 
source, adds one unit of electric power 
through the compressor to accomplish 
the amplifying and delivers four units of 
useful heat output. 

The coefficient of performance ( C O . P.) 
in this case would be: 

4 units of useful energy OUT = 4 C.O.P. 
1 unit of purchased energy IN 

Figure 1 shows the cycle diagram with 
a 95°F source entering the Templifier 
evaporator. Heat from this source is ab
sorbed by the unit's working fluid 
vapour, which is then increased both in 

- temperature and pressure by the com
pressor. 

The high-temperature working fluid is 
then passed to the unit condenser, where 
the heat is transferred to the process 
stream. The condensed working fluid is 
expanded back to the evaporator to 
complete the cycle. 

A typical C.O.P. of the cycle 
operating at these temperatures is about 
4.5. 
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'-. Figure 2 shows the two-stage increases 
,of compressor configuration normally 
required for over 85°F, between the 
source water and delivery hot water 
temperatures. 

Figure 3 shows the achievable delivery 
temperature curves based on cooling the 
inlet source temperature I C F . The ver
tical scale shows the expected C.O.P.s, 
ranging from 3 to 6. 

The normal temperature amplifica
tion range is about 85°F (delivery 
temperature minus leaving source 
temperature), which would require a 
single-stage compressor. Temperature 
increases of more than 85°F would re
quire the use of a two-compressor con
figuration, as shown in Figure 2. 

Application and 
System Considerations 
For industrial uses the applications are 
extremely varied, but there are a number 
of basic considerations to contend with, 
as follows: 

1. Obviously, we need a source of waste 
heat in liquid form- the higher the 
temperature the better. 
2. A simultaneous need for heat in fluid 
form must also be met, unless thermal 
storage can be provided at either end. 
3. Compatibility of the various source 
fluids with shell and tube-type heat ex
changers, as used with the Templifier, is 
necessary. 
4. Utilization of some primary direct 
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FIGURE 2. TcmpUrier schematic diagram—two-stage compression: SH)° beat source 
lemperature; 180°F hoi water delivered.. | 
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FIGURE 3. Achievable delivery temperature curves. 

heat exchangers would be necessary 
should the sotirce temperature level be 
higher than that of the fluid to be 
heated. 
5. For economic reasons, it is preferred 
to have as many operational hours per 
year as possible.' 

Preliminary Economic 
Considerations 
A typical example might be considered 
here wherein a heating load could be 
represented by boiler feed make-up 
water for a 125,000-lb/hr boiler 
operating for 8700 hrs/year. 

Let us assume that a 40 per cent make
up is required, which would represent a 
make-up flow of 100 gpm (U.S.). The 
available heat source is a waste stream or 
body of water at 60°F in plentiful supp
ly, and the make-up water is entering at 
' iCF and is heated to "approximately 
110°F. Comparing the operating costs of 
oil versus the electric Templifier to il
lustrate a preliminary economic evalua
tion, and based on' providing this 3.5 
million Bty/hr capacity, it would appear 
as follows: 

Should No. 6 oil (180,000 Btu/imp. gal.) be 
used, priced at S0.40/Imp. gal. with a conver
sion system efficiency of 0.75: 

OQ cosu -

t0.40 X 3.5 I 10^ Blu/hr „ r700 hri •= $«).200/yT. 
.180,000 (BlolgaJ.) J O.lSKEff.) • 

For the Templifier, operating at a C.O.P. of 
5.33 (Fig, 3), with power available at 
$0.015/KWH: 

Electridiy cosu > 

SO.OH X 3.i I \cfi Blu/hr .^ $23 200/yT 
5.33 C.P.O. X 3412 Blu/KW 

This shows a potential savings of 
$65,(XX) per year. With an estimated in
stalled cost of $120,000, a simple 
(cost/savings) payback of 1.85 years in 
calculated. 

From this preliminary evaluation, 
assuming that the potential falls within 
the payback parameters established by 
the user (normally the input data would 
be refined for specific selection and per
formance), a detailed financial analysis 
could be prepared to incorporate cost of 
capital, maintenance, fuel cost escala
tion, etc., to establish the return on in
vestment over any time period. 

Conclusion 
Although some - applications appear 
unattractive for short-term industrial in
vestment, however, with the current fuel 
escalation rates and potential shortages 
now appearing, the electric-driven heat 
pump offers economical alternatives 
which should be considered. 

Perhaps one of the current oppor
tunities is the conservation aspect, con
sidering that the displacement of oil and 
gas is mutually beneficial to all. 

DIST. 6 MEETING ON WESTERN CANADIAN COAL—VANCOUVER—FEB. 14-15 
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Appendix A - FieM Operation 

Five orthogonal component, surface EM field measuTements 
(Ex> Ey, H^, Hy, Hjr) were made of the micropuLsation fields at each 
site in the overall frequency range of approximately 0. 002 to 100 Hz; 
This range was covei^ed by five overlapping bands as described in 
Table B - 1 . 

Figure A-1 shows the field sensor configuration Used. The 
positive X ajcis is directed to magnetic north, in a right-hand coordinate 
sys tem. The E-field sensors are electrode lines using 100 square inch 
lead electrodes; with a usual spacing of 600 feet. The H-field sensors a re 
Ge.otronics induction magnetometers - model MTC-4SS for H-jj.. and Hy, 
and Model MTC-6SS for H^. . 

The instrument van contains the recording system of Geotronics 
manufacture, consisting of the MTE-4 three-channel E-iield preainp,-
lifier, the MTH-4 three-chajinel H-field preamplif ier , the MTC-2 
cal ibrator , the MTF-16 filter-post annplifier, and the MTDR-2 digital 
r e c o r d e r . A 6-channel Brush chart r e c o r d e r is used for field moni
toring of the signals. 

A five-man crew is used, consisting of the crew chief and ins t ru
ment man, al ternate instrument man, and a th ree-man site layout team 
including a surveyor . 

P rope r field technique, which is of extreme importance in MT 
recording> has been developed by Geotronics personnel through 15 y e a r s 
of MT experience and is s t ressed throughout the survey, Systeim noise 
and data quality checks are- made, routinely. All sensors a re buried 
about 12 inches or more deep and all cables buried or weighted to reduce, 
wind noise and improve thermal stabili ty. While one site is being 
recorded, an al ternate set of sensors is instaHed at the next s i te , and 
an adequate t ime (a few hours) is allo.wed for stabilization, including 
the rmal and magnetic stabilization of the magnetometers and contact 
potential stabilization of the electrodes * 

Field tapes a r e sent back to Geotronics daily (when conditions 
permit) so that pre l iminary analysis can be done to a s se s s signal quality v' 
while the. field crew is s t i l l in the survey a rea . 
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Appendix B - Data Proces_sing Procedure 

Computer process ing is done on the Control Data Gorporation 
Cybernet System. The Houston based CDC 6600 is used and accessed 
through the CDC-Austin 200 s e r i e s user te rminal . Field tapes a r e 
sent to Houston arid s tored in the CDC tape l ibrary in read-only mode 
for the duration of the survey and analysisi 

The initiat p rocess ing is done by program,MAGTAN2, which 
performs a tensor MT ana lys i s . A brief des.cri'ptlon of the p rogram 
functions and output resialts i s given in Appendix C. The frequency 
domain resul ts used in the in terpre ta t ion of this survey a r e : 

(1) Rotated apparent r es i s t iv i ty and phase functions (RTE 
- and RTM and re la ted phase functions) for E-para l le l 

to s t r ike and E-perpendicular to s tr ike respect ively. 

(2) Rotation angle {A(YZ)) for the apparent "d ip-ax is" 
direction determined -from H^, the ver t ica l ma'gnetic 
field, and is the direct ion of rnaximum gradient. 

(3) Rotation angle (A(Z)) fo.r maximum or mininaum 
• * impedance. 

(4) Three-dimensional i ty indices (ALPHA and BETA) which 
are the. "skew" and "ellipticity' ' o f the irnpedance tensor . 
Zero value for both of these quantities constitutes-the 
necessa ry and sifficient condition for two-dimensipnali ty. 

The frequency ba-nds used in the analysis a re given in Table B - 1 , 
"which includes the sampling p a r a m e t e r s and the frequency range of 
resul ts used for each band. The upper limit on the fre'quency range 
used is near the alias filter c lit-off frequency, which is set to approxi
mately half the Nyquist frequency. The lower three frequency points of 
the analysis resu l t s a r e omitted to avoid truncation aliasing e r r o r that 
is apt to be present . The ana lys is frequency bands overlap for redundancy. 

Strip chart r e c o r d s and field logs are checked to select the bes t 
data recording runs for ana lys i s . Initially, one run of each band for 
each site is processed and the r e su l t s ehecke'd for severa l acceptance 
cr i ter ia . Additional runs a r e processed where needed to produce the 
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best definitipn of the computed functions. Finally, all runs of • 
the frequency domain r e su l t s to be used a re plotted for use in 
the subsequent interpretat ion. Averaged and smoothed functions a r e 
produced from the raw resu l t s for use in modeling and other in t e r 
pretation. All data is cor rec ted for local magnetic declination so 
that all subsequerit r e s u l t s can be presented in geographic coof^ciinates. 

One-dimensional models a r e produced from the. RTE and 
phase functions at each site using program INVERT, which analyt i 
cally piroduces a continuous smoothed function of intrinsic res i s t iv i ty 
vs . deptb. These ID models a re correlated or contoured to produce 
laterally and ver t ical ly smoothed vers ions of the vert ical e r p s s - s e c t i o n s 
along the survey t r a v e r s e s . 

The ID models a re considered as estimates of the r e s i s t i v i t y -
depth, vert ical profile under a given s i te . The ID inversioh of the 
RTE function produces the best es t imate of the ID vert ical profi le , 
but it must be kept in mind, when interpret ing the model, that any 
neighboring la tera l var ia t ions in the conductivity s t ructure have some 
degree of influence on the profile^ depending upon the distance to 
and magnitude of the anomaly. Normally, the influence produces a 
la teral smoothing effect on the c ros s section. Consequently, it mus t 
be considered that a change in any direction in the structure may, 
in reality, be more abrupt than reflected in the interpreted c r o s s 
section. When a low degree of two- and three-dimensionali ty is indi
cated in the MT re su l t s the la tera l s t ruc tura l variations (e l ec t r i ca l 
param,eters) a r e usual ly gradual enough to yield a reasonably faithful 
interpreted cross section. 

Finally, a study is made to corre la te the two- and t h r e e -
dimensional p roper t i es of some of the computed MT resu l t s with the 
interpreted geoelectr ic c ro s s sect ions. This includes the apparent 
anisotropy evidenced in the RTE and RTM functions, the rotation angles , 
A(YZ), and the 3D indicators ALPHA and BETA. 
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Appendix B, cont. . . 

It i s convenient to define an anisotropy factor as 

AF(f) '= RTM/RTE (B- l ) 

where f is frequency. Let AF'(f) be the first derivat ive of A F with 
r e spec t to f. For one-dimensional r e su l t s AF(f) = I and AF'(f) = 0 
for all f. For frequencies where a la te ra l anonialy (or apparent an iso
tropy) is sensed,; the RTE and RTM functions separa te and AF(f) f 1 
and AF'(f) f 0. It can be shown that the conductive or r e s i s t ive nature 
o f the anomaly "is indicated by the polar i ty of AF'(f) as follows;' 

for AF'(f)<CO, anomaly is conductive; 
AF'(f)>.0, anomaly is r e s i s t i v e . 

The 3D indicators (ALPHA and BETA) s e r v e to indicate the 
p resence of three^dimensionali ty in the impedance tensor at a given • 
frequency, and they alsjD se rve to help classify the anomaly type. The 
conditipn 

ALPHA = 0 
and BETA = 0 * (B-2) 

t s a necessary and sufficient condition for twP-dimensionality (or one-
dimensionality). Nonzero value for e i ther in'dex necessa r i ly indicates 
three-dimehsioriality is piresent, ' The anomal ies causing the t h r e e -
dimensionality can be effectively classified in t e r m s of two or more 
two-dimensipnalanomalies that a r e e i ther (1) coupled - meaning that 
the presence of one anomaly modifies the effects of anpther; or^-
(2) uncoupled - meaning that the effects o f the two or m a r e anQmalles 
a r e seen independently in l inear superposi t ion. The condition ALPHA ^ 0 
indicates coupled effects, suggest ing, for example, that ,a_shallow 
anomaly is distort ing the effects of a deeper anomaly having different 
pr inc ipa l axes. The conditions ALPHA = 0, BETA f 0. indicates 
uncoupled effects, suggesting anomal ies that might be displaced 
la teral ly in different d i rec t ions from the measu r ing s i te . 
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' T a b l e 

Band 

B6 

B5 

B4 

B3 

B2 

B- l - R e c o r d i n g F r e q u e n c y Bands 

P o s t F i l t e r 
(Hz) 

" • # 

10-256 

1-25 

.1 -5 

. 0 1 - . 5 

. 0 0 2 - . 1 2 5 

S a m p l i n g 
R a t e (Hz) 

1000 

100 

20 

2 

. 5 

N u m b e r 
S a m p l e s 

4096 

4096 

4096 

4096 

2048 

) . • • • 

F r e q u e n c y Range 
Used (Hz) 

2 . 0 8 - 2 5 6 

0 . 2 0 8 - 2 5 . 6 

0 .0415-5 .12 

0 .00415-0 .512 

0 . 0 0 2 0 8 - 0 . i2'8 

y 

No. Rune 
R e c o r d e d 
(Nomina l ) 

2 - 4 

4 

4 

2 

1 .. 
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Appendix C - Computer Programs 

I. MAGTAN2 - produces the tensor Impedance analysis results 
in the frequency domain for use in the subsequent modeling and inter
pretation. The binary field tape is unpacked., Site parameters 
and system parameters are taken from header information on selected 
tape files and the corresponding data is processed to produce the rotated 
impedance tensor results and related quantities, including data quality 
indices. One or more of a number of optional outputs is produced on 
selected output media, including line printer and magnetic tape. 

The program accepts as measured input data the total E and H 
field time dpmain signals in 5 coinppnents in a right-hand, rectangular 
coprdinate systern, with the + Z-axis vertically downward. 

The basic relationships computed are: 

A. Impedance, defined by 

fH] = [z] [H] , 

which relates the horizontal E and H fields. 

B. Vertical H relations, defined by 

and 

which relate H to the horizontal fields, where the positive z-axis z 
is vertically downward. 

C, Rotation angles, defined for a given tensor as the angle to the prin
cipal axes ofthe tensor. The angle computed in each case is the azimuth 
angle of the+^-axis. The rotation criteria in ea.ch case leave the x-axis 
directed along the tensor axis that is nearest the normal to the strike, 
termed herein as the "dip-axis". The computed rotation angles are: 
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Appendix C, cont. . . 

a) A(Z): £"ZJ rotat ion for Z-it iax or Z-rhin. 

b) A(YZ): f y 1 rotat ion to maximize Y . 
4. z i zy 

c) A(KZ): P K 1 rotat ion to maximize K . 
L z j zx 

D. 3D index p a r a m e t e r s , skew (ALPHA) and el l ipt ici ty (BETA). 

Reference 5 (Word, et a l , 1970) shpuld be G.onsulted for a morie 
detailed exp lanatio n p f the ana ly s i s t e chni qu e s a nd t e r in ino 1 o gy, 

The computed quanti t ies a re al l in the frequency domain. The 
Z-max and Z-rnin elements of [ Z j a r e converted to apparent r e s i s 
t ivi t ies RTM (E-perpendicular to s t r ike) and RTE (E-para l ie l to s t r ike) 
and output together with the corresponding impedance element phase 
functions. 

II. INVERT - produces a one-dimehsional (ID) inversion of an 
impedance function. The p r o g r a m inputs apparent resi 'stivity and phase 
vs frequency and outputs the approximated in t r i n s i c res is t iv i ty vs depth 
a s a continuous fimction. The p r o g r a m employs two var ia t ions in the 
inversion a;lgorithm to produce two a l te rna te models r e fe r red to a s 
AMPLITUDE INVERT (Al) and PHASE INVERT (PI). Both model func
tions r ep re sen t smoothed ve r s ions o f t h e actuaLl ID res is t iv i ty profi le. 
The PI model i s inherently n iore smoothed than the Al model. The Al 
model tends to show m o r e fine s t r u c t u r e and is m o r e responsive to fine 
s t ruc ture in the input function; consequently the Al fimction must be used 
with discret ion as to whether the fine s t ruGture is meaningful information 
or noise. For both models the smoothing effect is essential ly a depth 
proportional smoothing of the conductivity ( inverse resis t ivi ty) function-
Both models a r e m o r e sensi t ive to conductive zones and will tend to under
es t imate the res i s t iv i ty for e lec t r ica l ly thin r e s i s t i v e zones. 

III. OPTMOD - produces a one-dimensional N-layered model 
by least Squares' fitting the complex impedance functions for the model 
and the measured data, with r e spec t to ail I rriodel ip'arameters, for up 
to N = 10 layers . 
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IV. LAYERPXY - producea the forward MT solution for a one-
dimensional layered m.odel and plots the model apparent resistivity and 
phase with the like measured functions for comparison. Results for 
permutations of a number of values for one or two model parameters 
can be produced to examine the effect of a parameter change. 
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Appendix D 

.MT Analysis Results - - Defining Equations and Glossary of Computed 

Quantities 

I. MT Model and basic relationships 

The total e lectr ic and niagnetic fields [ E ] and [HJ in the frequency 

(F) dpmain at point - 0 - on the earth surface are related by 

E] = [z] [H] (I-l) 

[H] = [YJ [H] (i-2) 

(excluding F=0), where [ E ] and [ H ] a r e column vectors and [ z ] and [ Y ] 

are dyadic tensors represent ing the surface impedance and admittance 

respectively, [ z ] and [ Y ] a r e functions of frequency, the field source 

and the earth pararaieters, 
I 

Coordinate System - (see Fig. I - l ) 

Standard right hand rectangular coordinate system (X, Y, Z -

axes) with +Z - down (vertical axis) with the origin at point - 0 - . The 

X-axis is rotated clockwise (looking in +Z direction) by an angle -A-

from the reference axes XR and YR (normally north and east, 

respectively), in the, rotated coordinate system, all fields and' 
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computed tensor quantities a re functions of the rotation a, ngle -A- . 

Model - - -

Z ^ 0 - semi-Infinite conductive half space (solid earth) with 

geherally 3-D in distribution of proper t ies . 

Z < 0 - free space 

Field source 

EM plane wave propagating in +2i-dii-eGtion (down) and incident 

on Z - 0 surface.,. Any polarization is allowable except at least 

some de.gree: of random polarization.is required by the 

computation p roces s . []Zj and [ Y ] are independent of plane 

wave- sour c e c.onditions . 

Field Relations in Rectangular Coordinate System 

For the (X, Y, Z - axes) Equation (I-l) and (1-2) become 

EX(A) = ZXX(A) HX(A) + ZXY(A) HY(A) (1-3) 

EY(A) = ZYX(A) HX(A) + ZYY(A) HY(A) (X-4) 

HX(A) = YXX(A) EX (A) + YXY(A) EY(A) (1-5) 

HY(A) = YYX(A) EX(A) + YYY(A) EY(A) (1-6) 

HZ (A) - YZX(A) EX(A) + YZY(A) EY(A) (1-7) 
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Another relationship used is obtained by substituting (1-3) 

and (1-4) into (1-7) to get 

HZ(A) - KZX(A) H X ( A ) + KZY(A) HY(A) • (1-8) 

Units used - (MKS) 

[ E ] . - mv/km 

[ H J - gamma 

F - Hz 

A - degrees 

n . Rotated Quantities 

Define: Z l • = ZXY - ZYX (R-l) 

Z2. = ZXX+ ZYY (H-2) 

Z3 = ZXY -̂  ZYX (n-3) 

Z4 - ZXX:, - ZYY • {n-4) 

A. Special values of the rotation angle -A- for 'the 

principal axes of the tensor functions defined in Section I 

A(ZMX),: |Z3(A(ZMX))| = (Z3(A)( . (R-S) 

A(KZ): | K Z X ( A ( K Z ) ) 1 = | K Z X ( A ) [ ^ ^ (n-6) 

A(YZ): | Y Z Y ( A ( Y Z ) ) | = | Y Z Y ( A ) | (n-7) 

' ' ' 'mx 

A(Z) = j A(ZMX), (A(YZ)-45°) ^ A(ZMX) s: (A(YZ) + 45°) 

A(ZMX) ± 90°, otherwise (R-S) 
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B. Rotated t en so r components for p r i n c i p a l . a x e s . 

Z T E .= ZYX(A(Z)) = IZTEl /PTE_ (H~ 9) 

Z T M = ZXY(A(Z)) = | Z T M | / P T M _ (R-l.O) 

R T E = ( d . 2 / F ) [ Z T E J ^ ( o h m - m e t e r s ) ( n - l l ) 

RTM = (D.2 /F) | Z T M | ^ ( o h m - m e t e r s ) (11-12) 

. K Z T E = KZX{A(KZ)), (HZ/ H J_ s t r ike ) ' (11-13) 

C. 3-D indices (skew and el l ipt ic i ty) 

ALPHA = iZ2(A(ZMX.))/Zl(A(ZMX))l (11-14) 

B E T A = |Z4{A(Z]VtX))/Z3(A(ZMX))l (n -15) 

III. Notes and G l o s s a r y of T e r m s . 

A. Notes 

1) P r i n c i p a l values of the ro ta t ion angle - A - Tor a given 

t e n s o r function a r e indicated by a pa ren the t i ca l suffix 

on A. 

2) A " T E " or " T M " suffix i s used on some va r i ab l e n a m e s 

to indica te t r a n s v e r s e e l e c t r i c (E p a r a l l e l t o s t r ike ) or 

t r a n s v e r s e magnet ic (H p a r a l l e l to s t r ike ) comppnen ts . 

3) Re fe r to sec t ions I and n for m a t h e m a t i c a l definitioris 

of the t e r m s d e s c r i b e d h e r e i n . 
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4) The v a r i a b l e n a m e s and s y m b o l s u sed in sec t ions 

I, II, & III correspond, to th.e nota t ion used in. the 

MAGTAN2 analys is progra.m output. 

B . G l o s s a r y 

1) Dip ax i s - a s t r a i gh t line in the Z - 0 p lane , p a s s i n g 

th rough the naeasur ing point aiid n o r m a l to the apparen t 

s t r i k e direGtion, ' ' • . 

2) A { Z M X ) - p r inc ipa l ro ta t ion angle for the ^Z~\ t en so r , 

p lac ing the X-axis in the insixiixium impedance d i rec t ion . 

3) A(KZ) - principial rotat ion, angle for the ^KZ^ t e n s o r , 

such that HZ is m o s t coheren t with HX. X-a:xis i s an 

e s t ima t e o f th e d ip - axi s -

4) A(YZ) - principial ro ta t ion ang le for the ^YZj tens.or,, 

such that HZ- i s mos t coherfint with EY. X - a x i s i s an 

e s t i m a t e of the d ip -ax i s . 

5) A(Z) - p r inc ipa l ro ta t ion angle for the [^Zj t en so r , 

but adjusted by i 90° such tha t the X - a x i s angle i s 

h e a r e r A(YZ), the d ip -ax i s ahg le . E i t h e r X - a x i s o r 

Y-ax i s is in max irnpedance d i r ec t i on . 
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6) Z T E - p r i n c i p a l component of ro ta t ed ^Z*] t e n s o r 

for E p a r a l l e l to s t r i ke and H pe rpend icu la r to s t r i k e . 

7) Z T M - p r inc ipa l component of r-otated j^Z^ t e n s o r 

for E p e r p e n d i c u l a r to s t r i ke 'and H p a r a l l e l tP S t r ike , 

8) R T E - a:pparent r e s i s t i v i t y fpr Z T E . 

9) RTM - appa ren t r e s i s t i v i t y for ZTM. 

10) P T E - p h a s e of Z T E . 

11) P T M - phase of ZTM. 

12) K Z T E - p r inc ipa l component of ro ta ted [ K Z ^ 

t e n s o r for x - a x i s aligned with d ip-ax is (equal to 

H Z / H I , s t r i k e ) . 

13) A L P H A - skew Pf [Z^ t e n s o r . Ra:tiG of magni--

tudes of p h a s o r posit ions-of the c e n t e r s o f t h e 

e l l i p t i c a l loci with ro ta t ion angle -A- for ZXX 

( n u m e r a t o r ) and ZXY (denom.) 

14} B E T A - e l l ip t ic i ty of [ z ] t e n s o r . Rat io of 

m i n o r tp m a j o r axes of ro ta t ion angle loci e l l i p se . 
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Cost of sfudy covered 
".,.yyed.;*May.6;1981,Denve[,.C.olo, •;'Rocky. Moui]t3inNews'^7 

Geothermal resource program lauded 
By DEBORAH FRAZIER 

News Staff 

GLENWOOD SPRINGS - A Department of 
.Energy program to evaluate the nation's geo
thermal resources has found enough potential in 
each state studied thus far to more than pay for 

• the investment in the study, the program manag
er said Tuesday.-

Margaret Widmayer, geothermal section 
manager for the State Coupled Resource Assess
ment Program, said reports made by. state 
teams here this week indicate the West is. richer 
in geothermal energy than anticipated, and that 
research also has found unexpkted potential in 
Kansas and Nebraska. 

"It is a highly successful program in that 
each of the states we have gone into has enough 
of a resource to warrant the amount of money 
we put in," said Widmayer.-"We have not found 
a state yet that didn't have a good resource." 

Since the assessment program began in 1977, 
the DOE has spent. between $150,000 and 
$250,000 annually in each participating-state 
and, in addition, each state has provided 15 
•percent or more of the program's total budget, 
she said. 

Widmayer warned, however, that this could 
be the last year for the program, depending on 
the Reagan administration's budget priorities' 
for the DOE. But she noted the program was 
designed to provide resource assessment and to 
leave tbe application to industry, which is a 
philosophy Reagan has espoused. _̂  

She said eliminating the program in Colorâ  
do and some other Western states, where the 

research is nearly completed, would have less 
impact than- in the East where assessments are 
just getting started. 

Richard I'earl of the Colorado Geological 
Survey, which has contracted with the DOE to 

, "assess the state's geothermal resources, said 58 
geothermals have been identified cind that about 
two-thirds have commercial potential. Data ac
cumulated since 1975 indicate there are enough 
geothermals in Colorado to heat about. 16,000 
homes or about 27 communities. Pearl said. 

For example, he said, geothermal energy 
could provide heat for most of Glenwood 
Springs. The city was.selected for this week's' 
gathering of state assessment teams because of 
its hot springs, a surface manifestation of a. 
geothermal which provides the city with a year-
round tourist attraction. 

But most geothermals-in the West are not 
that easily detected, and the assessment teams 
must use geochemical, geophysical and geologi
cal data in their search, Widmayer.said. Assess
ment teams in states with oil and gas develop
ment have been able to use temperature 
information obtained from the energy Compa
nies' research and from on-site monitoring of 
existing wells, she said. 

• A geothennal is naturally heated under
ground water resulting from volcanic activity or 
natural decay of radioactive material. Geother
mals are more accessible in the West because "̂  
the eartlfs crust is thinner here and less drilling 

_is required. Widmayer said. > 
. Under tEe' DOE assessment program, Wid-

mayer's office contracts with individual states 

for the research. Thirty stateis have assessment 
contracts, and her office is negotiating with the 
remaining states, she said. 
• Widmayer ad'ded that the goals of the DOE 
program are to assess the resources and to 
attract private investment to develop geother
mals. The program is farthest along in Colorado, 
Wyoming, New Mexico, Montana, Idaho, Utah 
and Nevada and some practical applications' 
have already resulted, she said. 

As examples of buildings that .will be heated 
with geothermals, she cited the state prison in 
Utah, a hospital in Truth or Consequences,^JM., 
and municipal buildings in Pagosa SpringsT 

Widmayer said another goal of the project is 
to develop geothermal expertise in each state 
that would be available to assist with commer
cial applications of the technology., 

She said most geothermals found in the West 
lack sufficientwater volume or temperature to 
generate power,' but that most are suitable for 
supplemental uses. A plant in South Dakota has 
tapped a. geothermal to dry grain, and several 
fish farms in Idaho are using geothermal water 
to grow seafood, she said. 

Results of the assessment may help compa
nies locate sites for gasohol and waste-conver
sion plants near geothermals, which could pro
vide a less expensive energy source than fossil 
fuel,. Widmayer said. 
f Two products of the research program will 
be maps showing the geothermal resources in 
each state and technical reports providing the 
data compiled by each state assessment team, 
she said. 
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G.R.I.P.S. COMMISSION 

. 2628 MENDOCINO AVENUE, SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 95401 (707)527-2025 

September 2, 198] 

This letter is to inform you that as of October 30, 1981, the 
G.R.I.P.S. Commission office will be closed and staff will be 
terminated. Two staff members have already moved on and we 
anticipate that others will do so prior to October 30, 1981. 
If you try to reach us by telephone during the next two months 
and do not receive an answer, please try again. 

We will be spending these last two months completing responsi
bilities under our current contracts with the Department of 
Energy and the. State Energy Commission. We will also be 
negotiating arrangenents for the placement of our Geothermal 
Environmental Data Base developed for us by the Sonoma State 
University Library, our Direct Use Geothermal Map System and 
other files and materials. As soon as arrangements have been 
made on these placements, we will put out another letter 
indicating where you can arrange to make use of those resources 

We have enjoyed the opportunity of working with those many 
people and organizations to whom this letter is addressed. 
We will look forward to continuing many of those relationships 
as we move on. 

^g^ 
ROBERT F. VAN HORN 
Executive Director 

PAULA E. BLAYDES 
Research Analyst 

Geothermal Research, Information and Planning Services/A California Joint Powers Agency 

Lake County 
Mendocino County 

Napa County 
Sonoma County 
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LMST 
By David E. H. Jones 

^ Here is an excellent 
example of how 
not to say something in 
an important journal.^ 

<• Scientific knowledge depends crucially on 
• dear, effective communication. Here is 
- "Fifty Centuries of Right-handedness: The 

Historical Record," a research report 
written in a normal scientific manner by 

• Stanley Goran and Clare Porac, published 
i inSc/ence, 198.631 (1977), and—in italic 

type—a translation into clear, effective 
English by David E. H. Jones. 

Original: It is common l<nowledge that 
contemporary man prefers to use his right 
hand when performing unimanual tasks; 
however, little evidence exists as to 
whether this has always been so. 
Translation: Most people nowadays are 
right-handed. 
To embark on such an investigation is 
theoretically important because it could • 
possibly elucidate the adequacy of 
competing explanations of the etiology 
of hand preference. 
// we knew whether this has always been 
so, it would help us to understand why 
Basically there are two <ypes of theories 
that attempt to explain the development of 
handedness in man. The first maintains 
that there are physiological predispo
sitions, probably heritable in nature, 
which lead to the favoring of one hand 
over the other 
One theory is that handedness is innate 
and probably inherited: 
This position is supported by reports of 
familial similarities in handedness 
patterns. 
this is supported by its tendency to 
run in lamilies. 
The second type of theory suggests that 
social or environmental pressures (or 
both) lead to the high incidence of 
dextralily in man. This position is 
supported by human and animal work that 
has attempted to alter limb preferences 
through behavioral manipulations. 
Another theory supported by experiments 
in which people and animals have been 
coerced into changing their handedness, 
is that it arises from social or environ
mental pressures. 
The social pressure position is summa
rized by Wile, who stated: "There aros'e not 
so much a decline in the hereditary 
presence of left-handedness but rather a 
suppression of it under the demand for 
adaptation to changing principles of 
social organization, preservatidnand 
advancement." 
Wile supposes that inherited ielt-
handedness was suppressed by •: 
the lorces ol social contormity.'"" 
Given these different viewpoints-one 
might be led to different predictions about 
the distribution of handedness if it were 
measured at different points along the 
historical continuum. The social pressure 
theory would predict an increase in the 
percentage of human dextrality with the 
development of more formalized societies, 
with more complex patterns of tool use. 

II handedness is socially determined, one 
might expect right-handedness to have 
increased over the centuries with the 
standardization ol manual techniques. 
In contrast, the physiological theory, which 
views handedness as being independent 
of these influences, should presume a 
relatively constant distribution of manual 
preference regardless of historical period 
measured. 
But if it is innate and inherited, the • ' 
proportions ol right- and left-handers 
should have been constant throughout 
history. 
Unfortunately, these predictions are diffi
cult to test since written references to the 
distribution of lateral preferences are rare. 
Unhappily, written historical references to 
handedness are rare. 
Perhaps the earliest quantitative account 
of handedness appears in the Bible. 
Judges 20:15-16, where 700 left-handed 
or ambidextrous men were counted 
against 26,000 right-handed individuals. 
Thus, this biblical population was 97 
percent dextral. . 
The earliest account seems to be in the 
Bible (Judges 20:15-16) where 700 
left-handed or ambidextrous men were 
found among 26,000 right-handers. Thus, 
this biblical population was 97 percent 
right-handed. 
However, unhappily, such written reports 
are too rare to be useful in systematic 
investigations of the history of 
handedness. 
Such direct reports are too rare to provide 
much useful evidence. 
There are, however, other archival sources 
which can be used to assess historical 
trends in the distribution of manual 
preference. Nearly all cultures have art 
forms that depict human beings engaged 
in various activities. 
More common are works olart showing 
people using their hands. 
To the extent that such artistic efforts are 
an attempt to describe reality, one might 
expect that such drawings and paintings 
would mimic the distribution of fiand use 
which the artist actually observed. If so, 
(hen manifestations of lateral preference in 
works of art could serve as a record of the 
handedness within the culture which 
produced them. 
II the artists were trying to be realistic, their 
works should reveal to us the pattern ol 
handedness in their society. 
Although this has been suggested before, 
no systematic studies of handedness over 
the broad range of eras and cultures using 
this data base have as yet been attempted. 
This idea has been suggested before but 
has not hitherto been used to study handed
ness over many eras and cultures. OO 

(Dr. Jones is available to undertake further 
translations of this type, but does rrat-
guarantee the compression ratio of 2.2:1 
obtained in this excerpt.) 
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, Wednesday Morning—April 16, 1980 

Section B .' Page 4 

Phillips Executive Sees 
Fast Geothermal Gain 

By Peter Gillins. 
United Pr.ess International 

Geothermal energy still isn't as 
cheap as Utah coal for. producing 
electricity, but il is far less expensive 
than oil. says a scientist fpr Phillips 
Petroleum Co. " • . " . 

Phillips is developing naturally oc
curring steam energy at Roosevelt Hot 
Springs near Milford for.commercial 
electricity production. The company is 
also exploring other possible geother
mal sites in Nevada. 

But the initial cost of developing 
, steam energy has slowed negotiations 

with power companies that might build 
a generating plant at Milford,. said Dr. 
William Berge. a geologist who heads 
Phillips' geothermal branch based in 
Salt Lake City.. ' • 

"At this point we are trying lo sell our 
steam," he said. "We are negotiating 
with Utah Power'and Light Co. and four, 
or five municipal power companies." ' 

•'For the first 120 megawatts, it's not 
going to'be cheaper than UP&L's'coal 

costs for power generation," said 
Berge. "But it is a lot cheaper than 
West Coast costs for oil and gas to 
'generate electricity." 

California may prove to be the best 
market for geothermal power, he said. 
Another possible market would be the 
Air Force, which is going to need 
considerable .power for the proposed 
MX missile system, if it is deployed 
across Utah and Nevada. 

Phillips has talked to the Air Force 
about the use of steam energy, but 
prefers to have a utility company 
develop the plant, Berge said. 

In a few years, Berge added, the cost 
of geothermal power should be cheaper 
than coal. The price of coal will 
continue to go up as the cost of labor 
and transportation increases. But the 
cost of steam from the natural wells 
should remain nearly constant. • 

"With geothermal power, there are 
no underground mines to operate, ho 
large labor force to be paid." he said. 
"It 's also environmentally better than 
c o a l . " ' ' •. -• , 
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Abandoning 
eeothermal 
an option ' G E O T H E R M A L 

A 8 THE; NEW MEXICAN Santa Fe, N.M„ Tues., Sepf. IB, !«» 

ByR.BEHNKE ' 
The New Mexican Staff 

An option to abandon plans tor a 50 
m e g a w a t t d e m o n s i r a l i o n 
geothermal plant in the Jemez 
Mountains will be included in the 
final Env i ronmen ta l Impact . 
Statement (EIS), a Department'of 
Energy spokesman said Monday. 

Bennie DiBona, the director of the 
Division of Geothermal Energy in the 
DOE, said the option not to build any 

. geothermai-hydrothermal. power 
plant in the Jemez Mountains would 
be submitted to the Assistant 
Secretaries for Energy Technolbgy 
and the Environment. 
• Those officials will decide whether 

to continue with plans to build a 50 
m e g a w a 11 d e m o n s t r a t i,p n 
geothermal, electric producing plant 
in the Jemez Mountains. 

The DOE has already awarded a 
$50 million coiitract to Union Oil Go. 
and Public Service Co. • of New 
Mexico to build a 50 mega watt-plant 
on th e B a ca Ioc ation. 

However, residents in the area, 
including several Pueblo Indian 
tribes, recently expressed concern 
over the environmental impact of 
producing more than the 50 
megawatts of power. 

Four-hundred megawatts, Union 
Oil spokesmen claim, is the potential 
of the area. 

While residents, admitted that a SO 
megawatt plant might be within most 
environmental limits, they were 
concerned with the impact of a 400 
megawatt operation. 

Residents made the concern known 
three.weeks ago during a hearing on 
the EIS in Albuquerque.:, 

DiBona, aspeaker at the opening of 
a conference at the Santa Fe Hilton 
inn on geothermal energy, said until 
DOE stationed a man on the scene in 

'New Mexico, there had been no 
discussion with local residents about 
their, concerns on the subject of 
geothermal power. 

Once an office was opened in 
Albuquergue, "we realized a serious 

.concern," he said. 
The two most pressing concerns, 

DiBona said, were Indian concei:ns 
. over areas .of religious significance 
and concerns over both the fresh and , 
hot water table. 

DiBona said theproblem of Indian 
concern "is a tough one." 

Other potential problems with 
subsidence and seismicity. the 
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vibration of the earth, were cited by 
DiBona. -/ 

DiBona said if the Indians were 
only concerned about specific sites 
tof r e l i g i o u s s i g n i f i c a n c e ) 
"something could be.done about it." 
However, if the Indian concern is a 
general one tor the entire area then 
the problem would be much more 
difficult. 

"We could guarantee protection for 
specific sites," he said. 

He said meetings with the various 
pueblos would be conducted to 
determine if development of the 

geothermal potential of only specific 
arisas or the entire area of the Jemez 
Mountains, was a cause for concern 
among the Indians. 

Several residents testified at the 
draft EIS hearing that increasing 
production of electricity. from 
geothermal power from 50 to 400 
megawatts would substantially 

• increase the environmental impact. 
They a r g u e d , a p p a r e n t l y 

successfully, that the EIS should 
addiress the 400 megawatt polential 
because, if ' the 50 megawat t 
demonstration plant was a succe.ss 

the 400 megawatt potential would 
probably be developed. 

DiBona said the criticism was 
accepted and the total impatt of 400 
m e g a w a t t s , and a s s o c i a t e d 
production facilities, would be 
•addressed in the final report. 

During the draft EIS hearing in 
Albuquerque, residents of the area 
said road traffic, housing and other 

• factors would be impacted much 
more if a decision was made to go 
ahead with developing a 400 

; megawatt power source than if the 
project was limited to the 50 
megawatt demonstration plant. 


